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ABSTRACT
Optimization of momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) is a major concern in Ablative
Laser Propulsion. The present work deals with the study of ferrites as ablative laser micropropellants. It also reports the effect of confinement on ablation parameters of ferrites.
In the first set of experiment, a novel idea of manipulating the momentum coupling
coefficient (Cm) using lateral confinement of laser induced plasma and shock wave reflection
from the cavity walls has been introduced. The plasma is confined using cylindrical geometries of
various cavity aspect ratios to manipulate the Cm. The pulsed Nd: YAG laser (532 nm, 5 ns pulse
duration) is focused on manganese ferrite sample surface to produce plasma in a region
surrounded by cylindrical cavity walls. The multiple reflections of the shockwaves from the
cavity walls confine the laser-induced plasma that subsequently results in a significant
enhancement of the momentum coupling coefficient. Compared with the direct ablation, the
confined ablation provides an effective way to obtain high Cm values.
In the second experiment, the effect of surface morphology on laser ablation propulsion is
observed using three different morphologies, viz. initial (nanoparticles), intermediate (nanonoodles) and final (complete nano-noodles) of zinc oxide, as laser ablation micro-thrusters. For
each sample, the laser fluence for the optimum coupling coefficient owing to the plasma shielding
effect has also been found. The synthesized nanostructured zinc oxide samples have been found
useful as efficient laser propellants that can be used in a variety of applications due to diversity in
their Cm and specific impulse (Isp) values.
In the third experiment, the refined Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 is used for the laser ablation microthruster. A transparent glass is placed on the plane target for the confinement. The plane target
and confined target is compared using (532nm) Nd:YAG laser. The values of Cm of confined
ablation propulsion increase significantly as compared to Cm values of the plane target. The effect
of doping on the laser propulsion is observed by doping ZnO in the Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 in different
compositions using a fixed fluence of 6x105Jm-2. The maximum Cm value is obtained on equally
doped sample. The surface morphology due to the laser irradiation is also studied.
In the fourth experiment, the single phase Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 material, as a micro-thruster is
used. Three types of pellet targets such as a plane target, a cavity target and a cavity target
covered with glass layer are designed to observe the level of thrust via Cm using Nd:YAG 532nm
laser. It is observed that the values of Cm increase significantly in cavity target and cavity with
glass covered target as compared to plane target.

xv
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Propulsion is a means of generating force that leads to movement. The word
propulsion comprises two Latin words i.e. “pro” and “pellere”. The meaning of “pro” is
‘before’ or ‘forward’ and meaning of “pellere” is ‘to accelerate’. In general, Propulsion
Mechanical System (PMS) consist of particular kinds of engine or motor for a mechanical
power to create force. For Spacecraft Propulsion (SP), a spacecraft and artificial satellite need
acceleration with any kind of methods for propulsion. Each method has drawbacks as well as
advantages. The traditional space-crafts use chemical rockets for launch, however some use
air-breathing engines on the first stage. The majority of satellites use uncomplicated, steady
and dependable chemical thrusters or resistojet rockets for orbital station-keeping and some
use momentum wheels for attitude control. The Spacecraft Propulsion (SP) has become an
active area of research. The miniaturization of space crafts have got too much attention due to
the micro-space and nano-space crafts. Such kind of crafts require very accurate and very
precise force for stabilization, station-keeping and maneuvering [1-3]. The micro-propulsion
has become a popular and an attractive area of research for the researchers. The researchers
are focusing on two areas; to miniaturize the traditional thrusters and to develop the novel
ideas and devices [4, 5].

The first idea to direct a beam of light to a distant location and to use its energy or its
momentum has been around since long before the laser was invented. In 1923-24, Fridrikh
Tsander [6] and Konstantin Tsiolkovsky [7] were the pioneers in Russia and, Hermann
Oberth who was a German [8] stated the idea of propulsion by light pressure, leading to the
concept of light, or solar sail. Konstantin Tsiolkovsky was a writer and a teacher of
mathematics. Initially he wrote science fictions. Afterwards, he molded himself and started to
write theoretical papers on variety of topics such as on action and reaction principles, on the
escape of gravitational force of huge body i.e. escape velocity, gyroscope: a spinning wheel
as a stabilizer, and on the use of liquid propellant rockets. At that time it was not even a
dream that a remote laser system could be used to propel rockets [7].
In 1972, a novel idea for launching the payloads to orbit with the use of highly
powerful ground-based lasers was proposed by Kantrowitz, and termed as the laser
propulsion (LP) [9]. According to Kantrowitz, with the use of laser propulsion, we can forget
1
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the conventional rocket system and get rid of essentialities of conventional rocket system
such as heavy liquefied gases (oxygen and hydrogen), cryogenics, fuel tanks and lines,
combustion chambers, etc. Ablative Laser Propulsion (ALP) is a beam powered propulsion,
having history of forty years, wherein a pulsed laser is focused to burn the solid propellant for
thrust. The vehicle which was boosted via the source of laser energy named as “Lightcraft”
by two well-known scientists Myrabo and Ing [10]. Myrabo’s lightcraft was lasted in the air
for 12.7 seconds and reached the height of 72 meters into the air. Initially laser propulsion
was planned for launching the space crafts and to remove the debris in Low Earth Orbit
(LEO). Now it has been started to consider to apply this technique for flying the microairplanes [11]. The vehicle which is propelled via laser is simple in its design, reliable for the
desired flight mission, friendly in use with capability to keep the environment clean, and has
high payload ratio as compared to the conventional rocket [12]. Hence, laser propulsion and
craft have become popular and attracted the attention of concerned researchers nowadays [1321].

1.2 Laser Ablation
When laser pulse is focused on the target at a tiny spot, a rapid localized heat due to
the intensity of focal spot causes an intense evaporation to generate plasma. The interaction
of laser with matter is a complex and tricky phenomenon which depends upon many factors
which concern with laser and the characteristic of the target material. The expansion of
plasma takes place in normal direction of the target surface with supersonic speed in vacuum
and in presence of gas. The expanding plasma acts together with the ambient gas generally by
two mechanisms: the expansion of high pressure plasma compresses the ambient gas and
drives a shock wave, during this expansion, energy is transferred to surrounding gas by the
combination of heat conduction, radiative transfer and heating by shock wave. Because of
momentum conservation, such kind of ablation applies an impulse on target in opposite
direction to the expansion [21, 22].

1.3 Ablative Laser Propulsion: Basic Principle
The spot size of nanosecond laser beam turns from several millimeter to micrometer
after passing through a converging lens and irradiates the target surface and increases the
temperature well above the vaporization temperature. A critical state of high temperature and
pressure is attained and target surface experiences an explosive phase transition to a state
where gaseous molecules co-exist with electrons and plenty of positive ions. This process of
2
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high pressure plasma generation is characterized by extreme temperature and pressure waves
that interacts with the surrounding gas. The transmission of laser pulse energy results in
vaporization, emission of ions, production of shockwave, and finally the ablation which
produces a reactionary thrust. Impulse is imparted to the target in opposite direction of the jet
on the target surface which is propelled parallel to the propagation of laser beam. Laser
Propulsion (LP) has been known as a capable and small thruster technology for on board
navigation and miniature attitude control of micro, nano, and pico-class satellites. Such laser
based thrusters are designed according to the requirements and purpose of mission of
satellites. These thrusters are light weighted and economical and they have no need to keep
any type of propellant on board. The requiring thrust to the thrusters can be tuned and
regulated by adjusting the laser pulse energy [22].

1.4 Engineering Terminologies of Ablative Laser Propulsion
The momentum coupling coefficient (Cm), thrust F(t) and specific impulse (Isp) are the
main engineering terminologies for laser propulsion. The most significant concept for laser
propulsion is a momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) which is defined as impulse produced by
the unit energy of the laser. The thrust F(t) shows that how much force is produced by the
propellant to propel the light craft. The specific impulse (Isp), which is defined as the impulse
produced by unit weight of propellant. For the aerospace applications, spacecraft should bring
all propellants; therefore high level of specific impulse is needed for prolonging the life time
of spacecraft. The latest research directs that laser propulsion also has potential to be applied
in ground environment for different types of missions e.g. ships on the sea, micro-robots in
nuclear reactors, and micro-ships in inner space [13, 23]. For these ground based missions,
propellant can be simply achieved from the environment.
In Ablative Laser Propulsion, solid targets were ablated directly by intense laser
pulses. The ablation depth of a single shot of a laser pulse is in the range of micrometer. This
indicates that specific impulse can be considerably much higher in laser ablation propulsion
than that of conventional rockets [24]. The reported Cm values were in a range of 1 to 10
dyne/W which was enhanced by Yabe et al. by alternating the geometry of the target surface.
For this purpose, glass and thin film of water were used over the target surface [25-27].
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1.5 Types of Laser used in Propulsion
Different types of laser are being used for the experiment of propulsion such as
Phosphate Neodymium Glass laser [28], Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (YAG, Y3Al5O12) laser
[25], Cr4+: YAG/ Nd:Y3Al5O12 laser [29], Nd: Glass laser [30, 31].

1.6 Properties of Propellant
Scientists and researchers are going to change the vision by proposing non-chemical
propulsion system and are looking for new effective techniques and propellants that would be
more beneficial, friendly and economical. The choice of suitable propellant is also very
important. Propellants that work best for laser micro-propulsion have several requirements. It
should not continue to burn after the laser has stopped firing and would mostly waste
propellant. The propellant should not contaminate the object being propelled. If contaminants
get onto the lenses or sit in a nozzle, they can greatly hinder the performance of the micropropulsion system, to function any further at all [32]. Solids, liquids, polymers, metals etc.
can be used as ablative propellants. Water is considered a good fuel due to its easy
availability and non-pollution. Thin films of water are used over target for enhancement in
thrust [33].

1.7 Modes of Propulsion
There are two modes of laser propulsion [34]: the air-breathing mode, in which air is
used as propellant and needs no consumption of solid mass [35, 36]. Laser used for this mode
is thought to be of high class beam of pulsed laser. Second is the Ablative Laser Propulsion
(ALP) mode. The ALP is defined by a direct momentum transfer due to mass ablated from a
solid target. The basic principle of ALP is that the vapor plasma is ejected from the target
surface using an intense laser which induces recoil pressure and impulse in the target during
evaporation and ablation of the matter. For attaining enhanced thrust, the confinement of the
ablative target is performed by the transparent glass layer, liquids, gels and water [28-31].

1.8 Direct and Confined Ablative Propulsion
The Ablative Laser Propulsion (ALP) is generally classified into two modes of
ablation i.e. Direct Ablation (DA) and Confined Ablation (CA). In case of Direct Ablation, a
very slight section of laser beam energy is transmitted to the surface of target however utmost
energy of laser is consumed due to absorption of neighboring atmosphere or gone waste in
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the process of inverse bremsstrahlung. The degradation of thrust in direct laser ablation
propulsion is due to the absorption of the laser energy by atmosphere, the saturation of energy
and the plasma shielding effect [10, 37, 38]. On the other hand, in Confined Ablation
Propulsion, the transparent layer is used to cover the target surface. Such type of Confined
Ablation (CA) effectually confine the shock wave and expansion of plasma. The high
pressurized gas in a narrow region at the interface of layer and ablative target is produced by
laser irradiation. Consequently, a huge pressure difference across the front and the rear of the
target carries thrust motion of released gases in breakdown zone. Such kind of confined
ablation creates a significant increase in the values of momentum coupling coefficient and
thrust in laser ablation propulsion. So the confinement using transparent layer is preferred in
those tasks where high values of Cm are required. Many work has been reported on the
confined ablation propulsion [28, 39-42].

1.9 Confinement using Restraint Layer
The restraint layers such as transparent glass layer, thin layer of water and a thin layer
of gel are positioned at front of target. The thickness of the layer and relationship between
gap width between layer and target greatly effect the coupling of laser energy with the target
[6]. For attaining the high level of coupling coefficient and thrust, the interaction space
between layer and the target should be small so that laser pulses can be fully absorbed by the
plasma. If cover layer is very thin, it can be broken into pieces before going to end of pulse
laser and plasma cannot be confined effectively. If the cover layer is too thick, it can absorb
and scatter a part of energy of laser and the level of confinement reduces due to the reduction
in the efficiency of energy [31].

1.10 Confinement using Cavity
When a laser pulse is focused on the target surface, maximum expansion of the
ablated matter (plasma) is expanded normally and laterally on the target surface [43, 44]. If
expansion phenomenon of the ablative plasma takes place in a narrow cavity which acts as
trap which allows the plasma to expand in normal direction. Inside the cavity, the trailing
edge of laser pulse energy is absorbed effectively by plasma and the ablated matter is
distributed in a very narrow spatial size [45] and results in multiple reflection of shockwaves
with the cavity walls and increase in a high density of plasma and temperature in the cavity.
The cavity ablation provides a large target momentum and a high coupling coefficient which
depends on the cavity sizes [46]. The value of Cm declines rapidly with the increase in size of
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diameter of the cavity and closes to that of the planar target ablation because the distribution
in the lateral direction is widened. So, when size of cavity is larger than that of lateral
distribution of plasma, cavity loses its effectiveness and no significant enhancement is seen in
Cm values.
The glass layer is used to cover the cavity for confining the laser ablative plasma
laterally and normally. The lateral and normal confinement produces a significant increase in
the momentum coupling coefficient (Cm ) and thrust values [26].
Laser propulsion in air or vacuum has been established as a thruster technology for
the attitude control propulsion of micro, nano and pico-class satellites [47]. The laser
propulsion in water environment means propulsion in water environment instead of
atmospheric or vacuum. Laser propulsion can be used as a technology for thrusting or
controlling platform beneath the surface of water and micro-fluid device. Water is considered
as a good fuel for laser propulsion due to non-pollution. For underwater laser propulsion,
there are three major source of propelling which comprise of laser ablation shock wave,
bubble oscillating shock waves, and final bubble collapse impact [33].

1.11 Thesis Objectives
Fossil fuels are the major energy sources which are going to their limits. Their
overconsumption has caused an environmental hazards. The possible solution is laser ablation
for propulsion which is acknowledged as a potential low cost, low emissive and alternative
source resource of saving. The objective of existing research effort is to optimize the laser
ablative propulsion parameter for desired results by applying different methods of
confinement on ferrite materials as micro-thrusters. The scientists are looking for new
propellants in the field of laser ablation propulsion. The nature of propellant greatly affects
the thrust performance. The reported propellants in literature include metals, plastics,
polymers and liquids etc [48, 49]. In the present thesis, nano-structured ferrite materials i.e.
MnFe2O4, Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4, Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 have been tested as micro-thrusters ablative laser.
These ferrite materials have been synthesized using co-precipitation technique. The ferrites
have spinel structure. The spinel ferrites are non-conducting at room temperature resulting in
an effective plasma formation due to the non-distribution of electric field in contrast to the
metal targets. The Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 which has combination of hard ferrite of (Cobalt) and
(Zinc) and Co-Ni ferrites has a mutual properties of hard ferrite (Cobalt) and soft ferrite
(Nickel). The effect of surface morphology on laser ablation propulsion is observed using
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different morphologies of zinc oxide i.e. nanoparticles, intermediate stage of nano-noodles
and complete formation of nano-noodles. The nano-particles of ZnO have been doped in
different ratio in Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4. All the synthesized materials have confirmed single phase
via XRD spectra analysis. The pulsed Nd:YAG laser has been used to study the laser ablation
propulsion parameters.
Metallic targets have high thermal conductivity as compared to the polymers. The
metals have less penetration depth as compared to the polymers. The metals have higher laser
threshold intensity to generate the plasma as compared to polymers. In general the laser
threshold intensity of the metal is found in range of 1010– 1014 W/cm2 and threshold of the
polymer is found in range of 106–108 W/cm2. The threshold laser intensity of ferrites for
ablation is 107 W/cm2 [50]. In contrast to metals, the penetration depth of polymers and
ferrites is slightly higher to laser radiation, which liberate a considerable quantity of mass,
thus results in a low specific impulse that is desirable for orbit positioning [51].

1.1 Layout of the Thesis
The thesis is comprised of as follows:
Chapter 1 (Introduction) contains some preliminary concepts on laser ablation
propulsion and types such as direct and confined ablation. The mechanism concerning to
confined laser ablative propulsion has also been discussed in this chapter. Some parameters
relating to Laser Ablation Propulsion (LAP) has also been included. Different confinement
techniques have been elaborate and a brief discussion that how these techniques improve the
propulsion efficiency has been incorporated. It also states the objectives of this study and
shows the outline of the dissertation.
Chapter 2 (Literature Survey) depicts the earlier works relating to targets, types
of lasers and their used energies, achievements and different types of confinement for
achieving an enhancement in the momentum coupling coefficient (Cm). The confinement is
achieved by employing various methods such as use of transparent layer over target, cavities
within the target, cavity with transparent layer, water layer over target and gel layer over
target. The previous works and mechanisms have been discussed.
Chapter 3 (Experimental setup and diagnostic techniques) describes the
synthesis techniques of materials that have been used as micro-thruster and narrates the
working of Nd: YAG pulsed laser, He-Ne laser and non-contact optical triangulation system
to find the propulsion parameters. Description of some diagnostics of synthesized materials,
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namely X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Transmission
Electron Microscope (TEM) and Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) are given.
Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 (Results and Discussion) contain experimental
outcomes and discussion on the structural and the morphological properties of synthesized
materials as well as their ablation propulsion parameters. The end of the thesis consists of
conclusions and future prospects of Laser Ablation Propulsion (LAP).
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LITERATURE SURVEY
There are number of published papers on the subject of Laser Propulsion (LP),
whereas only a small number of articles and papers provide the information on the confined
Laser Ablation Propulsion (LAP) for enhancing the momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) and
thrust. The prime intention of present chapter is to review the available literature relating to
LAP concerning to confined laser ablative propulsion. The review has been grouped into
different kinds of confinement and results using different kinds of lasers and experimental
systems.
In the year of 1926, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky presented the first indication to direct the
beam of light to distant position and utilize its momentum [7]. Laser was not developed in
those times. In 1972, Arthur Kantrowitz was the man who proposed the application of laser
beam remote plasma thrusters for the next generation. Laser propulsion has become a popular
and an attractive technique among the researcher communities due to its vast future
perspective applications in different areas. The application of laser power to generate thrust
has been under discussion since 1970s initiated by pioneering and revolutionary works of A.
Kantrowitz [9] and Prokhorov [52].

2.1 Confined Ablation Propulsion using Restrain Layer
The layered targets are used for increasing the coupling efficiency. Yabe et al. [25]
suggested and propelled a micro size airplane with help of a laser. They used (YAG,
Y3Al5O12) laser with energy of 590 mJ with pulse width of 5 nanosecond. They designed two
airplanes were prepared with paper. Both planes had different geometrical structures for the
ablation. First type of airplane had dimensions of a 38mm x 330mm x 35mm having mass of
0.1 gram. The plane was positioned above the platform with ablation structure of 3.5mm x
33.5mm x 30.1mm of aluminum foil and was layered with the 0.6 mm thick acryl having a
guiding groove. When the plane was irradiated with single laser pulse, it made a circular
flight and most of the time returned back. Second type of airplane had dimensions as 39 mm
x 356 mm x 315mm with mass of 0.2 gram. The tiny droplet of water with mass of
0.014gram was coated on the aluminum foil. The layered target was named as ‘‘exotic
target’’ (ET).
Li-Yun et al. [29] described that the Restraint Layers (K9 glass) on the target
propellants improved the propulsion efficiency. In their experiment, the pulsed
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Cr4+:YAG/Nd: YAG laser of 1.064 m with pulse energy of 87.5mJ was focused at the
target surface using a plano-convex lens (f =230mm). The pulse width was approximately
35ns (FWHM). They used compound targets, such as SiC and mixed foils such as Au (Gold)
+ Ag (Silver), Ag (Silver) + Al (Aluminum) and Ag (Silver) + C (Carbon). They found that
the double layered target (first layer of the target was consisted of high-Z atoms, while layer
second had a thin layer of low-Z atoms) was a better choice in the experiments. When an
ultra-intense laser pulse irradiated the double layer target, heavy atoms were partially ionized
as a result of this electrons were ejected from that foil. A quasi-static electric field was
established due to the separation of charges, therefore increased conversion factor of laser
energy into plasma with fast moving particles of high kinetic energy. As a result of it, the
pressure increased violently in that confined ablation (CA) as compared to direct ablation
(DA). The maximum deflection

of probe beam reflected from mirror mounting at center of

the pendulum on to a chart having numerical rule which was almost cylindrical in shape.
Zheng et al. [27] and Zheng et al. [37] placed a transparent glass layer of width 0.5
mm at the target’s frontal face. The laser were straightly focused into the glass layered cavity.
The transparent glass was fixed with a separate holding system and slightly touched with the
surface of target. The glass was not allowed to move with pendulum mounting target after
irradiation of pulsed laser. They observed the role of gap width between glass and target. As
they increased the gap width, the values of momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) decreased
exponentially due to insufficient of confinement. They filled the glass target interface with
the vacuum grease which increased the mean density of the absorbing medium in the
interface. That corresponded to a high inverse bremsstrahlung absorption and a high coupling
coefficient. They found that coupling coefficient had link with thickness of the cover layer.
They determined the optimal thickness by the laser intensity and the characteristics of the
cover layer. They noted that very thin cover layer was easily broken into pieces before the
end of the laser pulses and laser plasma cannot be efficiently confined. If the cover layer was
too thick, it absorbed and scattered a part of laser energy. The efficiency of laser energy was
reduced. They recommended to select an appropriate glass cover layer thickness for the
coupling coefficient efficiency. They focused 7ns laser pulses at 532nm normal to the
aluminum target [27, 37]. The maximum laser pulse energy was nearly 800 milli-Joule. They
[27, 37] used a pendulum system to measure the momentum of target.
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The Helium-Neon laser was directed towards surface of the target into the
photodiode, which was positioned on the other side of target to measure target velocity. After
irradiation of a drive laser pulse, the target moved across Helium-Neon laser beam. The time
taken for target to move across the Helium-Neon laser was noted by an oscilloscope. The
velocity of target was inferred through crossing time of the width of target edge. The water
layer thickness was controlled by varying the cavity depth [27, 37]. The laser pulses were
straightly focused inside surface of cavity. They [37] described that the impact of the pulse
duration was greatly resilient than the laser wavelength. The laser fluence and water thickness
had great influence on the coupling momentum coefficient (Cm). By fixing same laser pulse
energy, they varied the focal spot area for changing the laser fluence on the water surface.
They concluded that the value of Cm decreased with the rise of laser fluence. The coupling
coefficient (Cm) was 172 dyne/W for laser fluence of 2.06 J/cm2 and it was 38.1dyne/W for
the laser fluence of 8.91 J/cm2.
Zhi-Yuan et al. [31] used a transparent glass layer with an available thickness to
cover the aluminum target surfaces and used vacuum grease for optically hold the target and
the glass layer together. They focused the laser pulses (532nm wavelength, 7ns duration)
using a lens of f/1.9 to the target surface with maximum laser energy of approximately 900
mJ. They used laser power intensity in range of 0.45 to 11.37GW/cm2. They calculated target
momentum from target velocity as described by [27, 37]. The values of Cm improved with the
rise of laser intensity for all cases in which the coupling coefficient of the confined ablation
was more dependent on the laser intensity. With the irradiation of 11.37GW/cm2, the
coupling coefficient was about 18.09x10-5N-s/J for the confined ablation, but only 1.79x105

N-s/J for the direct ablation.
Zhang et al. [53] designed the target in the form of a small cuboid of aluminum with

glass substrate. Vacuum grease was used to adhere them and fixed them together by a shelf.
The glass substrate of 1mm thickness provided good defense for optical components from
contamination [26]. There was a hole throughout the center of the aluminum cuboids, which
was designed to keep the liquid which also served as a burning room. The volume of
propellant liquid was systematized by varying the size of depth and diameter of holes present
in aluminum cuboids [53]. They [53] used a 532 nm laser mode wavelength with pulse width
of 7ns with laser pulse energy of 450 mJ. The laser was focused through a convex lens with
focal length of 125 mm into the liquid propellant through a glass which induced strong
breakdown inside the liquid propellant. They used pendulum system to measure the
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momentum of the target [37, 53] and calculated the target’s momentum. They concluded that
use of carbonic ink layer significantly enhanced the absorption ability of laser energy and
increased the coupling efficiency and obtained higher values of Cm such as 1700 dyne/W. The
specific impulse (Isp) was found in a small range of near 10-20s.
Zheng et al. [54] indicated the importance and features of the cover layer such as
thickness of layer, value of damage threshold, transmissivity, and level of rigidity. They
studied that higher intensity laser broke the glass layer when it was placed in front of
aluminum target surface of 2mm thickness. The gap width between glass and target was
skilfully handled by altering glass location with the help of a micro-step motor. The optical
shadowgraph imaging (OSI) method was employed to observe the phenomenon process of
plasma confinement with glass layer through images. The glass thickness had an important
effect on the propulsion performance. They used maximum laser energy of 1.2J as main
ablation beam. The specifications of laser were of 7ns laser pulse at a wavelength of 532nm.
They used pendulum system to measure the target momentum and coupling coefficient. The
charged couple device was used to view the plasma formation process caused by the
interaction of laser with the target.
Shi et al. [30] applied a number of K9 glass sheets of different thickness to find the
optimum thickness of glass. They observed that thinner glass layer had risked of quick
cracking, which induced an insufficient confinement of plasma and desired direction of
plasma blaze cannot be attained successfully. The thicker glass layer absorbed the shockwave
energy greatly and lowered the conversion efficiency between the shockwaves and bullet as
target. A uniform thin layer of black paint was painted on lowermost surface of bullet and
attached an optimum thickness of 2mm of glass (K9) to black color paint [31]. The described
structure was named as simple double-confined configuration. They used Niobium-Glass
laser worked at 1.06 μm with full width at half maximum of 20 nano-second with maximum
pulse laser energy of 20 Joule. The single laser pulse had maximum power up to 1x109 W.
The laser beam had a 22 mm size of circular shape diameter. The laser intensity was about
3.18x1010W/cm2. In Ablative Laser Propulsion (LAP), the creation time and enduring time of
plasma were nearby 10−10 seconds and several microseconds, respectively. Eventually laser
sustained plasma shockwaves with supersonic velocity occurred and expanded between paint
layer and glass layer. With the adaptation of such a simple double-confined structure, they
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achieved values of Cm equal to 160 dyne/W, which was found 20 times more as compared to
direct ablation.
When expansion of ablative plasma is allowed to expand only in normal direction of
the surface, such kind of restriction is called Lateral Confinement (LC). The Lateral
confinement can be employed using external cavity on the surface of the target and using
cavity inside the target.

2.2 Lateral Confinement using External Cavity on the Target Surface
The Lateral Confinement (LC) of the Laser Induced Plasma (LIP) due to external
cavity walls results in enhanced plasma temperature and electron number density which
enhance the absorption of photons present in the trailing edge of the laser pulse. Furthermore,
the production of electrons are via electron–neutral, electron–ion, inverse bremsstrahlung,
and photoionization procedures. The absorbed energy is changed into the internal energy of
the plasma, resulting in a higher plasma temperature [55]. The external cavity size
dimensions can appropriately be termed by a single parameter i.e. Cavity Aspect Ratio
(CAR), which is defined as the depth to diameter ratio of the cavity. The greater the cavity
aspect ratio, the greater the plasma temperature and electron number density either for a
specific depth or for a specific diameter [56]. Shen et al. 2007 described that shock wave
generally developed into a spherical shape after decoupling from plasma plume, proposing
that the cylindrical cavities resulted a better confinement effect as compared to the
rectangular cavities [57]. The CAR has been involved to attain the desired level of Cm values
in Laser Ablation Propulsion (LAP) with multiple reflections of shockwaves inside the walls
of cavity as plasma started by the laser pulse [58].

2.3 Lateral Confinement using Cavity inside the Target
Zhi-Yuan et al. [26] used three types of targets. The first types were planar targets,
second types were cavity targets and the third types were cavity targets covered with a
transparent glass layer. They used cavities of different diameters of 1mm and 2mm by
keeping the depth 2mm constant. They used laser 532 nm with pulse width of 7ns pulses
perpendicularly on surface of the target and the maximum laser energy was used
approximately 900mJ at 10Hz. They used a pendulum to measure the momentum of the
target and Cm values. They carried out experiment in air. Only target was allowed to move,
glass was made fixed with an isolated stand holder during irradiating the target with laser.
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The obtained momentum of 1mm diameter cavity targets were found nearly doubled as
compared with planar targets. The enhancement in the Cm values were seen possible when a
large focal spot size of low laser intensity was focused on transparent layer. For the target
with a cavity of 2mm diameter, the enhanced target momentum could be observed only for
high laser energy because laser induced the large volume of plasma. The low laser energy
attributed the small volume of plasma. Hence the target momentum was roughly equal to that
of planar ablation. They observed that the smaller cavity generated higher coupling
coefficient due to the lateral confinement of the laser induced plasma. They noted a
significant enhancement in the Cm values when cavity was covered with the glass layer and it
was up to 10 times.
Chen et al. [59] focused a Q-switched Nd: YAG laser (wavelength of 1.06 µm with
pulse duration of 10 ns) on the surface of the propelling object in a glass cuvette which was
filled with distilled water. The glass cuvette was kept sufficiently larger to minimize
reflection of water waves that could effect on the finding results. They used optical beam
deflection method. The spatial distribution of incident laser energy was maintained and it was
adjusted with an attenuator. They used aluminum column as a propelled object. The propelled
object was adjusted and hanged with a bar by means of threads as a pendulum. The complete
bar system was made immobile in cuvette. He-Ne laser beam passed through the head of
propelling object and was adjusted parallel to surface plane of object head. In order to avoid
the linear breakdown in water, a set of concave-convex lens was arranged to expand pulsed
laser beam. The detection beam was produced by Helium–Neon laser (𝛌= 0.6328µm) was
focused and directed into water, and next to photoelectric detecting device. The oscilloscope
was triggered with a signal given by the PIN type photodiode. The rising time of the signal
was 100 pico- second. All components were mounted on 1-D stage with spatial resolution of
10 µm, so the possible displacement of the detection beam was limited in x-direction. The
diameter and length of column were fixed 2 mm and 3 mm, respectively. The phenomenon of
a shock wave on outer surface of target head due to a high intensity recoil pressure induced
by explosive evolutionary expansion of origin of the bubble on the laser irradiated surface
was occurred. Furthermore, they damped the vibratory movement of target object by waiting
till the water became calm. Every observation was measured by keeping that precaution. The
momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) first increased with the increase of laser fluence, then
after a decreasing trend started after attaining its maximum value. The optimum coupling
fluence for which maximum Cm value was attained which was 158.53 kJ/m2 in water
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atmosphere. That was due to the plasma shielding effect. The laser fluence was used in the
range of 0-400 kJ/m2 and Cm was found in the range of 60-150 dyn/W in water. The bubble
radius became maximum up to a certain increase of laser fluence after which the increment in
the radius of the bubble gradually decreased.
Chen et al. [33] used four different geometrical targets of aluminum in size of
millimeter. All targets were having different shapes of cavities such as hemispherical shaped
cavity target, conical shaped cavity target, hemispherical shaped target had no cavity, conical
shaped target had no cavity in water atmosphere. The individual mass of each target was as
0.46 gram, 0.37 gram, 0.69 gram and 0.57 gram respectively. Their experimental setup results
were based on imaging using high-speed photography camera with frame rate of 4000fps.
The digital delay/pulse generator DG535 was used by creating a harmonization among timing
order of applied Nd: YAG laser, high-speed camera and a standard flashlight. Among these
four targets, the cavity target of hemispherical shape had higher Cm values, that were in the
range of 250-480x10-5N/W. For cavity target of conical shape, these values were in the range
of 50-350 x10-5N/W. On the other hand, the targets having no cavity showed very diminutive
values of Cm in the range of 0-100 x10-5N/W. The behavior of these targets were examined on
varying the values of laser energies.
Zhiyuan et al. [60] immersed the target into water in the glass cuvette. They used
water as layer of different thickness above the target surface. The thickness of layer was
adjusted from 0.5 to 10 mm by varying the water quantity from the cuvette. The layer
thickness was kept constant during the whole experiment. They used microphone of wideband whose range frequency was adjustable from 20 Hz to 100 kHz. The microphone was
found useful to sense the produced acoustic wave. Its position was adjusted near the laser’
focused spot. The distance between microphone and laser spot was kept 5 cm in air. They
noted the amplitude of acoustic wave for the aluminum target. The experiment was
performed both mediums i.e. air and water. They used pulsed laser (

532 nm with pulse

width of 10 nano-seconds) as an ablative source. A mirror was used for redirecting the laser
beam. After which it was focused onto the target using a lens with specification of f=500 mm,
ɸ=50 mm. It became challenging to maintain the exact and precise thickness of water layer
less than of 1mm due to water surface tension. The perceptible signal was got via microphone
and was sent to the oscilloscope for observing evolutionary process of acoustic wave.
Furthermore, during the laser ablation phenomenon, the momentary pressure was observed
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through a sensor whose accuracy was nearly 0.05 N. Maximum amplitude was received for
0.5 mm thickness which was the optimum value of water thickness.
They concluded that thin water layer efficiently enhanced the production and
propagation of acoustic wave whereas higher values of thickness of water layer used for the
attenuation of acoustic wave amplitude. The acoustic wave amplitude were of 5.2 V in air
and 5.6 V in 0.5 mm of water layer. The effect of thin water layer on confinement of laser
induced plasma was found less. So caused to generate low acoustic pressure as well as Cm
value and thrust. They used laser energy in the range of 0-90mJ and attained the acoustic
wave amplitude values from 2.4 to 5.4 V. For comparison they tested the behavior of targets
under identical conditions. They tried to compare aluminum with delrin.
The 1.5 mm water layer thickness produced the amplitudes of 2.4 volt and 1.4 volt for
targets Aluminum and delrin respectively. They concluded that viscosity also put great
impact on wave amplitude. The liquids having high level of viscosity not only reduced the
wave amplitude significantly but also reduced the wave expansion and extended the existing
period of wave. The observed existing period was nearby 0.4 milli-second and 0.18 millisecond for glycerol and water respectively. The frequency spectra of acoustic waves were
obtained using different thicknesses such as 0.5 mm, 1.5 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm and 8 mm over a
fixed laser energy of 10 mJ. The several peaks were seen for 0.5 mm thickness. At higher
thickness values, the frequency started to shift from higher frequency to lower frequency.
Ahmad et al. [61] synthesized Co-Ni ferrite and which was found an effective micropropellant and resulted in an improved propulsion efficiency using the plasma confinement
technique. They used Nd: YAG laser operating at 532 nm (5 ns pulse duration). On
comparison with the planner targets to the cavity targets, they observed a significant
enhancement in the momentum coupling coefficient in the cavity targets. In the present case
the Cm values were ranging from 1.41x10-4 N-s/J to 2.68x10-4N-s/J with cavity and were in
the range of 5.747x10-5 to 7.0644x10-5 N-s/J without confinement due to laser fluence ranging
from 4x109J/m2 to 6x109J/m2.
Ahmad et al. [58] designed an external cylindrical cavity set-up to investigate the
effect of variation in the Cavity Aspect Ratio (CAR) which is defined as the depth to
diameter ratio of the cavity for confining the ablative plasma on the Ablative Laser
Propulsion parameters. A range of Cavity Aspect Ratios was used within the plasma
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expansion region. The depths and diameters varied from 2 to 12 mm and 1 to 5 mm,
respectively. The greater the cavity aspect ratio, the greater the plasma temperature and
electron number density either for a particular depth or for a particular diameter. They
synthesized manganese ferrite (MnFe2O4) using the co-precipitation technique for target.
They found the laser propulsion parameters by irradiating the MnFe2O4 sample using Nd:
YAG laser operating at 532 nm (5 ns pulse duration). The displacement measurements were
carried out using a non-contact optical triangulation method along with a low power He-Ne
gas laser in conjunction with a position sensitive detector. It was evident from SEM that the
spot size was in the range of 332–347 μm. The laser fluence in these experiments varied in
the range of 4 x 105 to 6 x 105 J m−2. The whole experiment of Ahmad et al. 2015 [58] was
comprised five different sets of cavities having various CARs for three different laser
fluencies, i.e. 4×105, 5×105, and 6×105 Jm−2. They reported for the first time the effective
variation in the Cm values by exploiting multiple reflections of the shock waves and the
confinement of the plasma within the external cylindrical cavities of the different Cavity
Aspect Ratios. The laser ablation increases with the laser fluence up to a certain optimum
value. The increase in the laser fluence usually results in an increase in the electron number
density as well as a higher plasma temperature inside the cavity. The optimum values of Cm
are in the range of 4.922E-5 to 1.181E-4 Ns J−1 for laser fluence of 4 105 J m−2, 1.2706E−4
to 8.524E−4 Ns J−1 for laser fluence of 5

105 J m−2 and 3.072E-4 to 9.098E-4 Ns J−1 for

laser fluence of 6 105 J m−2.

2.4 Other Methods of Laser Ablation Propulsion
Ogata et al. [62] proposed a unique reservoir of water which was used to provide a
certain quantity of water at the stage of laser irradiation. The proposed scheme was verified
for hovering the object on airflow, and was named as “air-slider” so as to pretend to have
friction-less atmosphere. They offered an “air curtain” system to evade the evaporation
process and process of water freezing in low pressures. Ogata et al. had implemented
imitations and demonstrations and established that a minor magnitude of moving air can
undergo in the extraordinary pressure in water containing reservoir. At high elevation, water
can start to freeze or start to vaporize due to low pressure. Thus, they proposed an “air
curtain” scheme for insulating water containing reservoir in vacuum. They used water cannon
with pulsed YAG laser (5 ns, 10Hz) in their experiments. The laser functioned at 640mJ with
unfocused radius of 3.1mm. The system reduced the friction by permitting the air to flow
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from holes, prepared with 1cm intermissions to lift up body so as to move the body smoothly.
The system drove approximately 42 gram of object with water containing reservoir and slider
with acrylic made fitted angle. They optimized the object structure to obtain a large Cm with
the air-slider.
Zhi-Yuan et al. (2006) [63] focused the laser pulses (532nm wavelength, 7ns
duration) normal to Aluminum target (with dimension 9mmx11mmx2mm) with maximum
laser energy of approximately 900mJ. The laser power intensity was used in the range of 0.45
to 11.37GW/cm2. The laser system was operated in a single shot mode. In order to measure
the target velocity, a beam of He-Ne laser was adjusted along surface of the target to the
photodiode, which was located on target’s other side. The irradiated target started to move
across the beam of Helium Neon laser. The beam crossing time for target was noted by the
oscilloscope. That time was used to find the target velocity. Then momentum of the target
can be noted using mass of the target and target velocity. They used a transparent layer with
an available thickness to cover the target surfaces. In order to optically hold the target and the
glass layer together placed vacuum grease for some shots at the interface of glass and target.
Zhi-Yuan et al. [64] used aluminum as target in their experiment. The laser was
focused on layer of water containing cavity target. The water volume was controlled by
changing diameter and depth of cavity. They measured target momentum by a pendulum
system using 7ns laser pulses at 532nm. They used maximum energy of laser on target. That
was about 800mJ. They calculated the target momentum and velocity using the methodology
[63]. They applied different laser intensity in experiments by changing pulse energy on focal
area. Water layer increased the thrust. It was over thirty times larger than direct ablation.
With a laser intensity of 8.9 W/cm2, the momentum of the target was about 62 gram.cm/s in
water confined ablation, but it was only 1.8 gram.cm/s in direct ablation. In order to optimize
the interaction, the momenta generated by laser ablation of copper, silicon and aluminum
targets confined by water were compared. The high target momentum was obtained for
ablation of the copper target due to its high shock impedance of 4.18x106gcm-2s-1.
Soojin et al. [47] used Nd:Y3Al5O12 pulsed laser of 532 nm with pulse duration of 7
ns and spot size 50 μm to irradiate the aluminum a metallic target and was focused through
the converging lens of focal length 170 mm. Different types of material were tested to
confine the laser induced plasma such as a type of glass BK7, a solution of edible gel, and tap
water. The edible gelatin was dissolved in water in different concentration (from 10% to 40%
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gel). They suggested that gel type materials for the confined laser ablation of the metal target
were found better over water. It would be the best replacement of conventional glass layer for
maximum thrust enhancement. The overall mass of target was 1 gram including the tiny box
and restraining medium. They successfully enhanced the thrust 2-3 times. They calculated the
target momentum and velocity by using the described methodology [63].They enhanced and
compared thrust outcomes of direct ablation with three kinds of confined ablation. They
found that the value of Cm decreased with the increase of gelatin concentration. The amount
of 10% gel in water as target resulted in maximum thrust with laser energy of 600 mJ. Below
10% of gel, the coupling coefficient did not show any increase. Instead it approached to the
value of water. So 10% gel solution was a best concentration for attaining the maximum
value of thrust in their experiment. The concentration of gel above from 10% to 40% did not
show the limited ablation and plasma expansion.
Han et al. [65] explored the developments of the laser ablation propulsion inside water
atmosphere numerically. They talked over four types of boosted surfaces: a plane, a
hemispherical shell, a 90o-conical shell and a 30o-conical shell. The radius of fresh born
bubble and velocity of expanding and varying surface of the bubble with time for the duration
of bubble were examined. They discussed the development of shock wave tempted pressure
field round the peak pressure on target surface and the development of velocity-field of liquid
through a small opening. The energy that forced surface obtained from the new born
extension of bubble was boosted by three types of external shapes excluding the plane, 90oconical shell produced the greatest effective and real propulsion. For the duration of final
breakdown of bubble, the plane boosted surface obtained the best energy, on the other hand
30o-conical shell obtained the smallest. The narrowing the boosted surface, the greater the
quantity of energy presented by plasma-bubble shock wave. However propulsion competency
declined as the boosted surface became narrower. The Cm of hemispherical shell was the
maximum.
Han et al. [66] considered laser ablation propulsions using six types of objects
employing the two mediums such as air and water. They examined experimentally that K.E.
and Cm increased by objects after application of single pulsed laser. It was presented that
effects of propulsion were improved in air than in water. Both in air and in water, propulsion
results were superior if there was a cavity on laser exposed object surface, and hemispherical
cavity worked well to that of 90o-conical cavity. An idea of the same mention pressure was
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planned. It meant that irregularity in liquid persuaded by stiff periphery nearby a spherical or
non-spherical oscillated bubble could be estimated as perturbation persuaded by a stress wave
progressing into the bubble in an infinitely vast motionless liquid. Therefore, time of collapse
and pressure nearby a non-spherical rupturing bubble could be assessed on maximum and
best velocity of liquid stream jet of sharp head tip. Their experiments showed that oscillations
and collapse produced cavitation which could be induced at interface of object–water on
outer head of object surface by powerful and exhaustive stress wave and the elastic distorting
deformation of the head. The swelling velocity of surface of object was determined
mathematically and established on propagation theory of stress waves at interfaces of the
medium.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND THE DIAGNOSTIC
TECHNIQUES
Scientist are looking for new energetic materials that can be used for the Laser
Ablation Propulsion. Different kinds of polymer and metals have been used as target
materials in laser ablation propulsion. In the present work, ferrites materials such as
MnFe2O4, Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4, Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 have been employed as micro-thrusters which
have been synthesized in the laboratory using co-precipitation technique. Different
morphologies of Zinc Oxide, a non-magnetic material have also been considered as laser
ablative micro-thrusters in the experimental work. All the experiments have been conducted
under atmospheric conditions. For laser propulsion studies, the experimental set up was
comprised of a thrust stand, biconvex lenses, Nd: YAG laser, He-Ne laser, the transparent
glasses, digital balance and position sensitive detector. For synthesizing the target materials,
chemicals, water bath, furnace, oven, centrifuge machine, dyes of different sizes with
different geometries for shaping the propellants into pellets, hydraulic press for pressing the
pellets, ball mill for milling the powder, agate mortar-pestle, pH meter, ultra-sonicator bath
have been used.
In co-precipitation technique, the required chemicals concerning to the target material
have been dissolved in a definite stoichiometric ratio in deionized water in a beaker on a
magnetic stirrer. The salts have been taken in burette and added drop wise drop in a strong
base which was placed on the magnetic stirrer. The stirring speed of the magnetic stirrer has
been kept moderate. Then after the beaker was brought in the water bath for the digestion
process. The nucleation process takes place inside the beaker which was kept inside a water
bath for a fixed temperature for a specified period. Water bath is preferred to heat those
chemicals which become flammable in open air on heating. The temperature range of water
bath is up to 99.9oC. For the temperature above 100oC, water bath is replaced with silicone
bath, oil bath or sand bath.
Figure 3.1 illustrates a diagrammatic representation of experimental demonstrating
setup. The pulsed Q switched Neodymium-doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet; Nd:Y3Al5O12
laser irradiated target surface which has been fixed on lower portion of pendulum [53]. For
confined laser propulsion studies, second harmonic (532nm, 5ns, frequency 10 Hz) has been
shined for irradiating the target surface. The fundamental mode (wavelength of 1064nm) of
Nd:Y3Al5O12 has been employed for irradiating zinc oxide target. The Nd: YAG laser has
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been used in single-shot mode. The focusing process of laser beam has been performed using
a biconvex lens (focal length =10cm) which is made of quartz. The focused beam is shined
perpendicular to the target. A highly polished reflecting back surface with tiny size
dimensions has been fixed on lower and rear side of target. The focused semiconductor
Helium-Neon laser was kept at the rear surface. For measurement of pendulum’s
displacement, there need a non-contact measurements. Such kind of lateral movement has
been detected with a combination of Helium-Neon laser and a position sensitive detector.
The focal spot size of laser beam is measured with the help of microscope equipped with a
charged coupled device camera. All the experiments have been performed in air at room
temperature. The displacement of pendulum has been observed for various targets [48].

Figure 3.1 A diagrammatic representation of experimental layout
For thrust measurements of single laser shot, a pendulum with target has been
designed by keeping its weight very light. The dimensions of pendulum have been kept as
length: 24.5 centimeter and width: 0.3 centimeter where as its weight was 1.17gram. The
optical triangulation method has been employed to measure the pendulum’s displacement
[67]. Figure 3.2 is illustrating the diagrammatic representation of pendulum with a target at
its lower side.
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Figure 3.2: Set up for the measurement of pendulum displacement using optical triangulation
method

3.1 The Nd: YAG Laser: A Solid State Laser
In this laser, Neodymium (Nd3+) doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (Nd:Y3Al5O12)
crystal is used as a lasing material. The Neodymium is used as dopant which replaces with
Yttrium in the crystal structure of YAG (Yttrium Aluminum Garnet). The Yttrium is mostly
doped with 1% Neodymium (Nd3+). At the Bell laboratories for the first time, the
performance of Nd:YAG laser was testified [68].
Most of the Nd: YAG solid state lasers produce light of wavelength of 1064 nm
which fall in infrared (IR) region with some transitions as presented in figure 3.3. Beginning
with 1064nm wavelength, other outcomes can be produced of wavelengths 532, 355 and
266 nm by doubling the frequency, tripling the frequency and quadrupling the frequency.
Further lines are present at 940, 1120, and 1320 nm. At transition of 940-nm, Nd:YAG
requires significant high intensities pumping due to three level quasi gain medium. The
remaining transitions have four-level transitions. The transition at 1120 nm, exist weak,
hence effectual laser action on other wavelengths is very difficult [69].
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Figure 3.3: Different energy levels of Neodymium (Nd3+) ions
The Neodymium (Nd3+) doped Y3Al5O12 (YAG) laser works in pulsed and continuous
modes. The pulsed and continuous modes of laser depend upon pumping source. The optical
pumping in pulsed and continuous laser are done using some kind of flash lamp. Mostly
Xenon flash lamp with moderate pressure (500-1500 torr), and Krypton lamp (at pressure 4-6
atmospheric pressure) are used. In Neodymium (Nd3+) doped Y3Al5O12 (YAG) laser, usually
laser diodes can also be preferred for optical pumping. For pulsed mode lasers, a switch is
placed inside the laser’s cavity which delays till the maximum population inversion takes
place in the Nd3+.
The doping quantity of Nd3+ can be change in lasing material in accord with use. The
doping quantity is kept at higher rate in pulsed lasers. The color of lasing rods become
pinkish purple in pulsed lasers whereas lasing rods become white due to the less amount of
doping in the Continuous Wave (CW) lasers [70].
Generally, Xenon and Krypton lamps are used for optical pumping in the Y3Al5O12
laser. They pump in pulses in both kinds of modes i.e. Q-switched mode or free running
mode. The lamps contain round cathodes. The crystal of Neodymium (Nd3+) doped Y3Al5O12
(YAG) laser is a lengthy rod whose length is synchronized according to the length of the
lamp. Commonly, the laser crystal rod and flash lamps are adjusted inside the elliptical
shaped chamber whose wall have the ability to reflect maximum flash pump light for
maximum absorption of pump light in the laser crystal rod. There is another important factor
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which concern about to maintain the laser temperature by removing the excess heat.
Therefore, cooling water is used for this purpose. The glass made filters are used to protect
the lasing rod from ultraviolet radiation that is generated by flash lamp [71].
Diode laser plays a role of optical pumping in the laser. The emission of laser light in
diode laser is due to the electron-hole recombination at the p-n junction. In consequence of
such transition, photons are emitted by the diode lasers. The wavelength of these photons are
related with band gap of the semiconductor.
In solid state laser, the range of wavelength depends on the doping and technique.
The intensity and wavelength is skilfully handled by the geometry of resonating chamber.
The laser transition exist in some laser active ion. The process of stimulated emission leads
towards the optical amplification. The lower level should be rapidly depopulated after
stimulated emission. Figure 3.4 depicts the four level laser system.
The electrons are excited through an optical pump. The diode laser is used to excite
the electrons from level 1 to level 2. The phenomenon of stimulated emission occurs due to
the movement of electrons from high energy level 3 to the lower energy level 4 as a result of
that a photon of equal energy to that transition emit. There should be a significant number of
electrons at the level 3 for the production of laser. Therefore, the lower level should be
rapidly depopulated after stimulated emission. The occupancy of electrons follow the
Boltzmann distribution. The electrons need exact energy for exciting them from level 1 to
level 2. Thereafter the electrons stay at level 3. The diode laser provides the energy to convey
the electrons at level 2. The population of electrons increases gradually at level 3 as
compared to level 4 which has lower energy. The stimulated emission takes place when an
electron comes from level 3 to the level 4 by emitting a photon of equal energy between the
energy band gap of level 3 and level 4. The set-up is placed between two mirrors to trap the
emitting photons. The resonance phenomenon takes place in a chamber in which number of
photons increase as the number of decaying electrons increase [72].
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Figure 3.4: Energy diagram of four level system development.
The doping of Neodymium ions in several sorts of ionic crystals are used as gain
medium of laser. These ions are optically pumped by external source thereby it produces light
of wavelength1064 nm. The optical pumping is performed by using flash lamps such as
Krypton or Xenon. In some cases diodes lasers are also used instead of flash lamps. There are
two absorption bands in Neodymium ions. Such excitation is achieved through optical
pumping. Diode lasers and flash lamps are used to perform the pumping task. The Nd3+ ions
are transferred to upper level by a non-radiative transition. The process of stimulated
emission occurs as electrons come from the higher level to the lower level by emitting of
photons with wavelength about 1.06 µm. Figure 3.5 shows the energy level diagram of
Neodymium (Nd3+) doped Y3Al5O12 (YAG) laser.

Figure 3.5: Energy level diagram of Nd: YAG laser
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The Neodymium-doped Yttrium Aluminum Garnet (Nd:Y3Al5O12) laser has extensive
applications in various scientific fields. Some areas of life are considered incomplete without
the use of laser such as in the medicine field, dentistry industry, military operations, for
identification of the materials using LIBS technique and in laser optical pumping etc.
Different kinds of lasers are used in cosmetics treatments such as removal of wrinkles in the
skin, tightening the skin.

3.2 He-Ne Laser
The Helium Neon Laser is considered in the class of gas lasers. Both He-Ne in the
ratio of 10:1 constitute the gain medium of the laser. The gain medium is placed in a narrow
bore capillary tube. The excitation in medium is performed by using dc electric discharge.
The He-Ne laser is considered to attain a high collimated red light (632.8 nm) wavelength.
The laser has also capability to produce green light of wavelength of 543.5 nm and infrared
of wavelength 1523 nm. The wavelength of red light is of 632.991 nm in vacuum and it is
about 632.816 nm in air. A cavity is created by using two types of mirrors on both sides of
the glass tube. For attaining the collimate beam, one mirror is kept flat plane with high
reflectance and other mirror is used concave shape which allows only 1% of light
transmission. Such kind of semi-confocal mirror adjustment for He-Ne laser has been given
in the figure 3.6. The CW operation is maintained by a dc electric discharge in the range of 320 milli-ampere.
In He-Ne lasers, neon atoms are the main cause of producing laser light. The process
of stimulated emission occurs when there are availability of excited neon atoms. This process
will rapidly die out unless the neon atoms are refilled with energy. The helium atoms perform
the progress of re-energizing the neon. Helium atom is ideal for this job because it has no
capability of rapid decaying due to meta-stable state which corresponds to the required
energy to re-energize the atom of neon. Therefore, helium atoms should have the appropriate
energy to re-energize the neon.

Figure 3.6: An adjustment of both plane mirror and semi-confocal mirror for He-Ne laser
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There are three key components for generating collimated light which are optical
energy pump, optical gain medium and optical resonator. For maintaining the plasma inside
laser tube, it is essential to maintain the high voltage dc electric discharge. The process
depends upon energetic and accelerated electrons which collide with He and Ne atoms in
tube. As a result a large number of helium and neon neutral atoms go into excited state. Then
after de-excitation process takes place and excited state experiences a transition to a ground
state and emits light [73].
The procedure creating population inversion and amplification of light in a Helium
Neon laser plasma depends upon the inelastic collision of high energy containing electrons
with those He atoms which occupy ground state. Figure 3.7 depicts the collisional excitation
of Helium atoms from lower energy level 23S1 (ground) to high energy level 21S0. Such states
are termed as metastable states. In metastable states, atom resides for long time.
During collision between stable ground state of Neon atoms and excited helium
atoms, there is greater probability of exchange of excitation energy due to the similar exciting
energy level of neon (3S2 and 2S2) and helium states. The neon atom is at metastable state as
3S2 level. As population inversion of both 3S2 and 2S2 levels surpass the lower level of Neon,
the atoms start to de-excite to 2p4 level as a result of de-excitation process a photon of
wavelength 632.8 nm is emitted which leads to lasing action. Thereafter neon atoms quickly
de-excite from 2p4 level to ground level with the emission of another photon. The population
inversion exists between 3S2 and 2p4 levels because atoms in 3S2 state are greater in number
as compared to number of atoms in 2p4 state. At this stage the discharge acts as medium with
an optical amplification of wavelength 632.8 nm. The transition from 2S2 to 2p4 level causes
to emit a photon of wavelength 1.15 µm [74].

Figure 3.7: Energy level diagram of Helium-Neon laser
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3.3 Characterization Techniques
3.3.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
In 1912, Max V. Laue explored that those substances which have crystalline nature
act like three-dimensional (3-D) diffraction gratings when inter planner spacing of lattice
become comparable to X-ray wavelength. The X-Ray Powder Diffraction is considered an
effective and essential analytical technique and is used to report all the issues linked to
crystalline substances, such as lattice constants, their geometrical and crystalline orientation,
recognition of known and unknown substances, stresses and degree of crystallinity, etc.
Mainly the X-ray Diffractometer is a combination of different parts such as X-ray
source tube, a small sample holding chamber, goniometer for measuring the angle of
diffracted beam and a detector to record the spectrum. Figure 3.8 shows a simple schematic
assemblage of X-ray Diffractometer.

Figure 3.8: Schematic block diagram of X- ray diffractometer

The X-ray tube has capability to produce a monochromatic X-rays beam which can be
travel round from 0 to 90o. The creation of X-rays take place in a Cathode Ray Tube (CRT).
A filament is heated at high temperature which yields the electrons. These electrons are
accelerated and directed towards the target (such as copper, molybdenum etc.) through a
voltage and gain adequate energy to move inner-shell resident electrons of target and produce
X-ray characteristics spectra. The obtained spectra contain a number of constituents such as
Kα and Kβ are most common. The specific wavelengths of X-rays depends upon the
characteristics and nature of the targets (Cu, Mo, Fe, and Cr). The detector detects the
diffracted X-ray beam from sample material whose microstructural properties are to be
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investigated. Both X-ray tube and detector revolve over a goniometer which also keeps them
on an angular track. The detector accounts the data in counts/seconds and refers this
informative data to computer.
Figure 3.9 shows the model to understand the Bragg’s law. The set of parallel planes
represent the crystal. The partial reflection of incident rays from each plane, act like mirrors
and are collected in a detector simultaneously. The interference will be constructive if path
difference between two consecutive rays will be an integral multiple of the wavelength.
Mathematically form of Bragg’s law is as
2dsinѲ = nλ
Where d is the inter-planner spacing distance, Ѳ is glancing angle between incident xray beam and reflecting planes, also named as the Bragg’s angle, λ is the wavelength of x-ray
and n=1,2,3 … corresponds to the order of reflections.

Figure 3.9: Bragg’s law

3.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The SEM is considered a multipurpose instrument for examining and analyzing
micro-structural properties of solid object. It produces three-dimensional (3-D) pictures of the
surface morphology of small size materials. The SEM creates images by bombardment of
electrons for better images instead of light. The elementary parts of SEM are electron firing
gun, electron collector, magnetic lens system, visual and photo recording CRTs, with allied
electronics system. The electrons are generated by heating the metallic filament at very high
temperature. These electrons are rushed in the form of a beam from the upper top position of
the microscope. This beam is allowed to pass in down word direction through the magnetic
lens which efficiently focus these electrons to the desired examining spot. A set of scanning
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coils is situated near the bottom which controls the beam in backward and forward across the
examining specimen. The focused beam of electrons strikes on the sample, additional
electrons (secondary or backscattered) are released from the sample. These ejected electrons
are counted by a detector and directs to the amplifier in the form of signals. The ultimate
image is the master piece of the sample which attains from the emitted electrons of each spot
of the sample. The brilliance and shadow in the image show a quite natural looking surface.
Figure 3.10 shows the schematic diagram of SEM.
SEM works under different imaging modes. In SEI mode, an image is established due
to the capturing of low energy secondary electrons which are produced during the multiple
inelastic scattering actions. They arise nearby surface of the sample and therefore provide the
information of surface morphology.

The BEI COMPO mode is also named as back-

scattering mode which is influenced from atomic number (Z) or density. In BEI TOPO mode,
mainly back-scattered electrons are utilized for probing the surface features.
The BEI SHADOW mode groups, the detection of back-scattered intensity of the BEI
COMPO mode with an extra BEI detector which is relocated very close to objective lens. The
BEI SHADOW mode permits the shadowing effects which permits further clarification of
three dimensional (3-D) topography and morphology of structures. SEMs are often joined
with x-ray analyzers.

Figure 3.10: Schematic and labeled diagram of Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
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3.3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
In TEM, electrons in the form of a beam are bombarded on an ultra-thin specimen
and these electrons pass through the specimen and create the image. The obtained image can
be enlarged and focused through an imaging device. Instead of device it may be focused on a
thin photographic film or on a serene coating with fluorescent material. The CCD camera can
also be helpful to detect the image.
The Transmission Electron Microscope has capability of higher resolution which owe
to the de Broglie wavelength of electrons as compared to routine light microscopes. TEM has
become an important analysis technique in different scientific fields. TEMs has achieved
popular in different areas of research such as for the classification of cancer tumors, for
studying the viruses in virology, in the materials science, in nanotechnology and in the field
of semiconductor.
In TEM, contras is the appearance feature of the image which appears due to the
absorption of energetic electrons in observing material. Material’s composition and thickness
effect on the image contrast of TEM at lower magnification. The TEM images, contrast in
Bright- Field (BF) and contrast in Dark-Field (DF) are generally “diffraction contrast,” or due
to the intensity variation of diffraction across the testing material. Hence, at higher
magnifications interactions of complex wave regulate image intensity and there need an
expert analysis and observation for concluding the results of image.

Figure 3.11 Schematic diagram of Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
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From top down, an emission source of electrons which may be a tungsten filament or
a source of LaB6, is held by TEM [75]. The tungsten filament is either in the shape of hairpinstyle, or in the shape of spike-shaped. The LaB6 consists of single crystals. The source of
high voltage produces required amount of current in the gun for starting the emission process
of electrons which may either thermionic or field electron emission. The Wehnelt cylinder is
used for extraction and provide initial focusing and direction to emitted electrons in beam
shape. Further focusing was performed by the upper lenses of the TEM [76].
The interaction of these electrons with magnetic field follow the left hand rule and
further organize the shape of electron beam. These magnetic fields work as magnetic lens
with variable focusing ability power. The shape of lens depends upon the magnetic flux
distribution. In addition to that, the deflection of electrons is produced due to electrostatic
fields. The optical orientation of the TEM can be quickly altered, as magnetic lenses allow
the beam path. This is done by changing the strength of lenses. Figure 3.11 shows the labeled
diagram of TEM.

3.3.4 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM)
Magnetic materials generally are categorized in two types of groups i.e. soft and
hard. Soft materials have larger values of permeabilities and have very less values of
coercivitity (less than 1Oe). Hard magnetic materials are permanent magnets. Their
applications and characterizations are converse of soft magnetic material. They have larger
values of saturation magnetization and larger values of coercivitity (more than ten kilo
oersted), and also have large considerable energy products (i.e., BHmax). The materials having
intermediate magnetic coercivities in order of one kOe are generally applied in the magnetic
media. The characterization of soft, intermediate and hard magnetic materials are described
through hysteresis loop. The Vibrating Sample Magnetometer is the most occurring
measuring method which is used to resolve the hysteresis loop at immediate surrounding
temperature. Simon Foner in 1955 at MIT Lincoln Laboratory which is situated
in Massachusetts, developed this technical and scientific device. His research work was in
print soon later in 1959.The instrument VSM is considered an authentic device for finding the
magnetic attitudes of the materials [77].
The magnetic properties vary from material to material which are measured on the
basis of three function which are magnetic field, time, and temperature. VSM can adjust
different forms of samples such as solids, powders, single crystals, thin films, and liquids.
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Modern VSM's feature has almost automatic operation which can be adjusted and analyzed
through software via personal computer. Therefore VSM has become easier device to handle
by non-experts. The utility of this technique has increased in different measurement of
applications.

3.3.4.1 Theory of Operation of VSM
The sample whose magnetic properties are to investigate is positioned in a uniform
magnetic field ‘H’, for producing an induced magnetic moment ‘m’. In a Vibrating Sample
Magnetometer, a sample is positioned properly within pickup coils for experiencing a
sinusoidal motion, i.e., mechanically vibrated. The subsequent magnetic flux modifies and
induces a voltage in pickup sensing coils which is proportional to induced magnetic moment
in sample. In general, electromagnets are used to produce magnetic field while some devices
use superconducting magnet. The variation in temperature is attained using either cryostats or
furnaces.

Figure 3.12: Schematic Vibrating Sample Magnetometer with sample holder and detection
mechanism
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Laser Propulsion Studies of Ferrite Material using Confinement
(This work has been published in Laser Physics Letters, 2015, vol.12 No.7 with the title of
“Plasma confinement to enhance the momentum coupling coefficient in ablative laser micropropulsion: a novel approach”)

4.1 Introduction
A number of laser propulsion schemes have been considered during last few decades
[9, 78,79]. Among them, the Ablative Laser Propulsion (ALP) has fascinated the greatest
attention due to its high momentum coupling coefficient [80-82]. Recent studies indicate that
in addition to the ground environments the laser propulsion has great potential for use in
micro-ships in inner space, micro-robots in nuclear reactors, and ships on the sea [13, 83].
The pico or nano spacecrafts have on-board navigation, attitude control, and propulsion
systems that enable the fine-tuning of their trajectories for recapture. The orbit reshaping,
raising, lowering, and landing depend upon the type of propellant used and its ejection
velocities. In ablative laser propulsion, the laser irradiation generates thrust due to explosive
mass ejection from the target surface, resulting in a strong plasma formation.

In the ablative laser propulsion, in addition to improving the laser focusing conditions,
the momentum coupling coefficient has been reported to be enhanced by using various
methods [11, 26, 27, 28, 84, 85]. Phipps et al reported that momentum coupling coefficient
could be diversified by varying the intensity and duration of the laser pulse [85]. Yabe et al
used a thin water film on the target surface for plasma confinement to obtain a high coupling
coefficient [11]. Zheng et al reported an enhancement in the momentum coupling coefficient
using a transparent glass in front of the target surface for plasma confinement [26]. Several
experiments have been reported in the literature that suggest an enhancement in the
propulsion efficiency of high absorption propellant through plasma confinement.
It was reported earlier that the lateral confinement of the laser induced plasma results
in enhanced plasma temperature and electron number density; however, the effect of the
external cavity to enhance the ablative laser propulsion parameters has not been reported so
far to our knowledge. The phenomenon occurring inside the cavity may be described as once
the plasma is generated, its lateral expansion is confined due to external cavity walls; the
electron number density increases significantly, leading to an enhanced absorption of photons
present in the trailing edge of the laser pulse. In addition, the electrons are also produced via
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electron–neutral, electron–ion, inverse bremsstrahlung, and photoionization processes. The
absorbed energy is converted into the internal energy of the plasma, resulting in a higher
plasma temperature [55]. The external cavity dimensions can conveniently be described by a
single parameter called the Cavity Aspect Ratio (CAR), which is defined as the depth to
diameter ratio of the cavity. The greater the cavity aspect ratio, the greater the plasma
temperature and electron number density either for a particular depth or for a particular
diameter [56]. Shen et al. reported that the shock wave usually evolved into a spherical shape
after decoupling from the plasma plume, suggesting that the cylindrical cavities have a better
confinement effect as compared to the rectangular ones [57]. By exploiting the phenomenon
of plasma confinement using controlled plasma expansion and multiple reflections of the
shock waves that may be used for tuning the momentum coupling coefficient is an important
parameter of ablative laser propulsion.
As far as a high absorption propellant was concerned, we used a ferrite sample due to
some useful properties as reported earlier [48]. The ferrites are non-conducting materials at
room temperature resulting in an effective plasma formation due to the non-distribution of
electric field in contrast to the metal targets. We used a single-phase manganese ferrite
(MnFe2O4) target as a micro thruster that was synthesized using the co-precipitation
technique [86]. The influence of variation in the cavity aspect ratio on the momentum
coupling coefficient is presented in detail.

4.2. Experimental details
4.2.1. Synthesis of Manganese Ferrite
Manganese ferrite (MnFe2O4) was prepared using the co-precipitation technique as
reported earlier. The average crystallite size of the synthesized sample was calculated using
Scherer’s formula [86].
4.2.2. Laser Propulsion Parameters
The laser propulsion parameters were found by irradiating the MnFe2O4 sample using
a Nd: YAG laser operating at 532 nm (5 ns pulse duration). The unfocused spot size of the
laser was 5 mm. A biconvex lens was used to focus the laser beam on the target after passing
through an external cavity. The displacement measurements were carried out using a noncontact optical triangulation method along with a low power He-Ne gas laser in conjunction
with a position sensitive detector as described in chapter 3 [48]. To verify the focused spot
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size we took scanning electron microscope (SEM) images for a single shot by placing the
target at the point where the laser ablation propulsion (LAP) parameters were to be recorded.
It is evident from figure 4.1(b) (SEM) that the spot size is in the range of 332-347 μm
(excluding the heat affected zone around the boundary). The laser fluence in these
experiments varied in the range of 4×105 to 6 105 J m-2.

Figure 4.1. (a) XRD pattern of manganese ferrite. All the peaks are indexed with JCPDS card
No. 74–2403 (b) SEM image of crater produced in MnFe2O4 by 532 nm (5 ns) laser pulse at
fluence of 6×105 J m−2. The debris around crater along with the heat affected zone (HAZ)
outside the crater are clearly visible.
4.2.3 Mathematical Model
The two important Laser Ablation Propulsion (LAP) parameters are coupling
coefficient (Cm) and specific impulse (Isp). The momentum coupling coefficient depends on
the amount of the incident energy used by propellant. It is defined as the ratio of momentum
of the target to the energy of the incident laser.
Cm 

mv
W

(4.1)

Where mv is the momentum of the target material, Cm is the coupling coefficient
and W is the incident laser energy per pulse. The energy required to ablate unit mass is known
as the specific ablation energy Q⃰ (W/Δv) [87, 88, 89].
Momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) is calculated by

Cm 

mgrT
2(1  cos
2WL
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Where ‘m’ is the mass of pendulum, ‘r’ is the distance between pivot point and center
of mass of pendulum, ‘T’ is the time period of the pendulum when sample is pasted on it, ‘L’
is the length from pivot point to target point of pendulum, ‘g’ is the acceleration due to
gravity and ‘θ’ is the angular displacement [87, 88, 89].
For very small value of ‘θ’ the angular displacement is given by



X
2D

(4.3)

The specific impulse Isp is defined as the change in momentum per unit mass of target
material I sp 

mv
. Higher values of specific impulse mean that lesser amount of target
m

material is required to get the required amount of momentum. Isp is given mathematically by:
I sp 

VE
g

(4.4)

Where ‘ VE ’is the exhaust velocity [89].
The velocity with which plasma leaves the surface is termed as exhaust velocity given
by
VE 

C mW
mT

(4.5)

Where ‘Cm’ is the coupling coefficient of the material, and ‘mT’ is the ablated mass of
the material [89]. The thrust produced by the laser energy is given by F(t)= Thrust F(t)=
PCm, with laser repetition frequency f, laser average power P= fW. [87, 88, 89].
4.2.4 Plasma confinement using external cavity
An external cylindrical cavity set-up was designed to investigate the effect of
variation in the cavity aspect ratio (CAR) on the ablative laser propulsion parameters. A
range of cavity aspect ratios was used within the plasma expansion region. The depths and
diameters varied from 2 to 12 mm and 1 to 5 mm, respectively. The target surface was flat
and the cavities were formed within a glass surface of various thicknesses. The laser beam
was concentric with the externally built cylindrical cavity and was focused exactly at the
central spot within the cavity on the sample surface to ensure the maximum symmetry of the
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plasma generation within the cavity walls. The sample to lens distance was kept a little less
than the focal length of the lens used to avoid air breakdown in front of the sample surface.
4.3. Results and discussion
4.3.1. Results
Ferrites have been reported as promising materials for ablative laser propulsion [86].
The synthesized manganese ferrite used as a target was of a single phase, indexed with
JCPDS Card No. 74–2403 using a XRD technique, as shown in figure 4.1(a). The SEM
micrograph (figure 4.1(b)) shows the formation of the crater and heat-affected zone outside
the crater due to a single laser shot. The laser serves as a source of ablation and expulsion of
the material that results in an expanding plume and the subsequent driving of the shock wave
into the ambient atmosphere. We report for the first time to our knowledge effective variation
in the Cm values by exploiting multiple reflections of the shock waves and the confinement of
the plasma within the external cylindrical cavities of the different cavity aspect ratios (CAR).
The whole experiment comprised: five different sets of cavities having various CARs for
three different laser fluencies, i.e. 4×105, 5×105, and 6×105 J m−2.

Each data set comprised five cavities having diameters ranging from 1 to 5 mm, as
shown in figures 4.2- 4.4 (One figure corresponds to one data set). For each diameter the
cavity aspect ratio was varied by changing the depth of the cavity from 2 to 12 mm. Figures
4.2(a)-(e), 4.3(a)-(e) and 4.4(a)-(e) show the variation in the momentum coupling coefficient
(Cm) values for the laser fluences of 4×105, 5×105 and 6×105 J m-2, respectively. The
values of Cm increased from 4.4E-5 to 3.306E-4 NsJ-1, from 3.984E−4 to 6.218E−4 NsJ-1 and
1.8805E-4 to 9.098E−4 NsJ-1 at laser fluences 4×105, 5×105 and 6×105 J m-2, respectively
up to a cavity depth of 8 mm, while the momentum coupling coefficient decreased to
2.644E−4 NsJ−1, to 5.92E−4 Ns J-1 and to 7.75E−4 Ns J-1 for cavity depths ranging between 8
to 12 mm.
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Figure 4.2. The effect of cavity aspect ratio (CAR) on the momentum coupling coefficient at a laser
fluence of 4 × 105 J m−2. The ratios are (a) 2/1, 5/1, 8/1, and 12/1 (b) 2/2, 5/2, 8/2, and 12/2 (c) 2/3,
5/3, 8/3, and 12/3(d) 2/4, 5/4, 8/4, and 12/4 (e) 2/5, 5/5, 8/5, and 12/5.

Figure 4.3. The effect of cavity aspect ratio (CAR) on the momentum coupling coefficient at a laser
fluence of 5×105 J m−2. The ratios are (a) 2/1, 5/1, 8/1, and 12/1 (b) 2/2, 5/2, 8/2, and 12/2 (c) 2/3, 5/3,
8/3, and 12/3(d) 2/4, 5/4, 8/4, and 12/4 (e) 2/5, 5/5, 8/5, and 12/5.
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Figure 4.4. The effect of cavity aspect ratio (CAR) on the momentum coupling coefficient at
a laser fluence of 6×105 J m−2. The ratios are (a) 2/1, 5/1, 8/1, and 12/1 (b) 2/2, 5/2, 8/2, and
12/2 (c) 2/3, 5/3, 8/3, and 12/3(d) 2/4, 5/4, 8/4, and 12/4 (e) 2/5, 5/5, 8/5, and 12/5.
4.3.1.1. Optimum Values of Cm
One of the most important parameters that has to be optimized for the laser propulsion
is the momentum coupling coefficient (Cm). It is desirable to study the propelling force
generated by the confinement of the ablated plasma for the laser propulsion inside a cavity.
The optimum cavity aspect ratio (CAR) for which Cm is maximized has been found in this
work. The relationship between the optimum momentum coupling coefficient Cm and the
cavity aspect ratio (CAR) is compared for three laser fluences. For all three laser fluences, the
optimum values of Cm, (figures 4.2(a)-4.4(a)) correspond to a particular cavity depth (8 mm),
corresponding to a diameter of 1 mm. Similarly, for a diameter of 2 mm, the optimum values
of Cm are presented in figures 4.2(b)–4.4(b) corresponding to a cavity depth of 8 mm, similar
to that observed for a diameter of 1 mm. The optimum values of Cm that are given in (figures
4.2(c)–4.4(c)), (figures 4.2(d)-4.4(d)) and (figures 4.2(e)-4.4(e)) show the optimum values of
Cm for diameters of 3, 4, and 5 mm, respectively. The calculated optimum values of Cm are
tabulated in table 4.1. The value of momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) (3.27E−5 NS J-1)
calculated for the cavity having a diameter of 5 mm is comparable with the direct ablation
from a flat target surface [90, 91].
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Figure 4.5. The optimum values of momentum coupling coefficient corresponding to their
respective cavity aspect ratio on laser fluences of (a) 4 × 105 J m−2, (b) 5 × 105 J m−2 (c) 6 ×
105 J m−2.

Table 4.1. The optimum momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) values calculated for various
cavity aspect ratios (CAR) and laser fluencies.
Cavity

Aspect Opt. values of Cm at laser Opt. values of Cm at Opt. values of Cm at

Ratio

(CAR) fluence of 4×105Jm-2

depth/diameter

(Ns J-1) (figure 3)

laser fluence of

laser fluence of

5× 105Jm-2

6× 105Jm-2

(NsJ-1) (figure 4)

(NsJ-1) (figure 5)

8/1

3.306E-4

6.218E -4

9.098E-4

8/2

4.324E-4

8.524E- 4

6.866E -4

8/3

1.181E-4

5.75E -4

6.046E- 4

8/4

4.922E-5

3.506E-4

5.496E-4

8/5

5.89E-5

1.2706E-4

3.072E-4
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4.3.2. Discussion
4.3.2.1. Crater Formation due to Laser Irradiation
The crater formation (figure 4.1(b)) can be attributed to the thermal shock waves
based on ion-induced heating, melting, and explosive boiling of the target. The central part of
the crater has a size of 332 to 347 μm, the intermediate region is the heat affected zone, while
the outermost region clearly shows the molten material which is explosively expelled from
the target surface due to laser irradiation resulting from violent recoil pressure. When the
molten material pressure increases beyond the surrounding pressure, crater formation occurs.
The molten material is expelled from the irradiated surface and rapidly cools to the
temperature of the relatively colder region [92], forming a rim slightly above the target
surface.

4.3.2.2. Cavity Aspect Ratio
It has been explored that the cavity aspect ratio has a major role in tuning the values
of Cm. The increased multiple reflections of the shock waves from the cylindrical cavity walls
and confinement of plasma in the central part of the cavity resulted in a higher expansion
speed of plasma along the cavity axis. As a result of this, the values of Cm increased [93-94],
which is in accordance with the momentum conservation. On further increasing the cavity
depth from 8 to 12 mm, the plasma confinement within the cavity increased as it could not
escape from the cavity region. The electron number density and plasma temperature
increased with increases in the CAR values, as discussed above, and resulted in an
enhancement in the plasma shielding effect (an absorption of trailing edge of laser pulse in
the plasma), which caused significant decreases in the values of Cm [95], as shown in figures
4.2(a)-(e), 4.3(a)-(e) and 4.4(a)-(e).

4.3.2.3. Laser Fluence
With an increase in the laser fluence (here these value are 4 105 to 6 105 J m-2) the
laser induced shock wave expanded more rapidly [96]. It was previously reported that a
breakdown of air occurs due to radiation from a pulsed laser near solid targets; this
breakdown occurs at relatively low radiation intensities I (5 10) 106 Wcm-2 [97]. In order
to avoid the air breakdown the sample was placed sufficiently inside the focal region such
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that the laser fluence did not cause this to happen. We calculated the fluence profile using the
Gaussian beam optics and suitably placed the sample. The spot sizes obtained from the SEM
micrographs elucidate the fact that the laser spot area does not correspond to the beam waist
at the focus point, thereby avoiding the air breakdown.
The laser ablation increases with the laser fluence up to a certain optimum value. The
increase in the laser fluence usually results in an increase in the electron number density as
well as a higher plasma temperature inside the cavity [98]. The laser fluence was varied in a
small region to investigate the plasma shielding effect. From figures 4.2-4.4 it is shown that
the value of Cm increases with increases in laser fluence for fixed diameters but varying
depths. However, for a lower depth (2 mm) the plasma shielding effect was observed beyond
a certain value of laser fluence, similar to that observed in the unconfined ablation. As an
example, the values of Cm increase with the increase for the first two laser fluences in CAR
(2/1), as shown in figures 4.2(a) and 4.3(a), but a further increase in fluence resulted in a
decrease in the Cm value. The optimum values of Cm obtained at CAR (8/1) increased with
the laser fluence, as shown in figures 4.2(a), 4.3(a) and 4.4(a). A similar trend was observed
for CAR (12/1), as shown in figure 4.2(a), 4.3(a) and 4.4(a).

4.3.2.4. Optimum values of Cm corresponding to their respective Cavity Aspect
Ratio
The optimization of Cm is important to obtain the required value of thrust to ensure
sustainable motion with minimum energy loss. Previously, the optimum laser fluence had
been used to obtain the maximum value of Cm [99]. We have for the first time optimized the
Cm for a particular laser fluence by varying the cavity aspect ratio. The optimized value of Cm
obtained using cavity aspect ratio can be very helpful for a specified mission. Figures 4.5(a)(c) show the optimum values of Cm that were obtained in CARs of 8/1, 8/2, 8/3, 8/4 and 8/5
(figures 4.2(a)-(e), 3(a)-(e) and 4.4(a)-(e)) with a laser fluence of 4 105, 5 105 and 6

105 J

m−2, respectively. The confined laser ablation reported in this work can prove to be useful for
pico (0.1-1 kg) and femto (1-100 g) satellite systems [100].
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Effect of Surface Morphology on Laser ablation Propulsion
(This work has been published in Laser Physics Letters, 2015, vol.12 No.5 (7pp) with the title
of “A new perspective of ablative pulsed laser propulsion: study on different morphologies of
nano-structured ZnO”)

5.1 Introduction
The laser propulsion has important application in microsatellite orbiting. The size
reduction of the satellite demands that micro/nano class satellites be efficiently equipped with
material that can provide enough driving force for attitude control and orbit transfer. In this
regard, the scope of nanoparticles as laser propellants needs to be explored. The interesting
properties of nanoparticles are largely due to the large surface area of the material, which
dominates the contributions made by the small bulk of the material.
In this chapter, we report a novel application as microthruster of sono-chemically
synthesized zinc oxide nanoparticles that had initially no particular surface morphology and
were subsequently transformed into nano-noodles due to thermal treatments. We also
compared the performance of these nanostructured materials with the bulk zinc oxide. The
concept of ablative laser propulsion is essentially a slightly refined return to the original idea
of laser propulsion introduced by Kantrowitz in 1972 [9].
ZnO is semiconductor having direct band gap of 3.37 eV and a large exciton binding
energy of 60 meV at room temperature [101]. It is biocompatible, biodegradable, and biosafe
for environmental applications [102]. ZnO exhibits a hexagonal wurtzite structure having c/a
ratio = 1.633[103]. ZnO nanowires are attractive candidates for many applications such as
UV lasers [104], light-emitting diodes [105], solar cells [106], nano-generators [107], gas
sensors [108], photodetectors [109], and photocatalysts [110]. A variety of ZnO nanostructure
morphologies such as nanowires, [111,112,113,114] nanorods, [115,116] tetrapods, [115,116]
and nanoribbons/belts [115, 116] have been reported in literature. Zinc Oxide that have been
fabricated by various cost effective methods, such as thermal evaporation, [111,112,115-118]
Metal-Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE), [115] laser ablation,[116] hydrothermal
synthesis [113] and template-based synthesis [114].
Considering the application as laser propellant, the required rocket engine
performance varies according to the mode of major operation, such as launching from ground
base, posture control to ensure balance, and orbital transfer. There are two parameters for
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propulsion system performance i.e. the specific impulse Isp and momentum coupling
coefficient Cm. Each mode of operation requires either high Isp or high Cm. For example, with
low propellant velocity, Cm can be large at the cost of large amount of propellant mass, while
high velocity gives high Isp. The laser energy is concentrated on small point using focusing
lens to get high temperature and pressure plasma [119]. The process takes place according to
law of conservation of momentum and Newtonian motion [22].
The nature of propellant greatly affects the thrust performance. The propellants
reported in literature include metals (Al), plastics (PVC, Delrin, Vinyl tape), polymers
(polyvinyl nitrate, glycidyl, polyurethane polymer) and liquid etc [48, 49, 120]. So far no
work has been reported on the laser ablation propulsion of nanoparticles to the best of our
knowledge. The ZnO has shown some promising results that are reported in this chapter. We
report here for the first time use of nano-structured ZnO for Laser Ablation Propulsion
(LAP).

5.2. Experimental details:
5.2.1 Synthesis of Zinc Oxide
Analytical grade Zinc acetate dihydrate [Zn (CH3COOH).2H2O] and sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) (Sigma-Aldrich) were used for the synthesis of zinc oxide. Two separate
aqueous solutions i.e. 0.4M zinc acetate dihydrate and 3M sodium hydroxide were prepared
in deionized water. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was added drop-wise to the zinc acetate
dihydrate solution with continuous stirring. When the pH of the solution reached the range
13.5-14, further mixing was stopped, however the stirring continued for 30 minutes [121].
The resultant solution was sonicated for 2 hours. The precipitate was washed several
times with methanol and dried at room temperature and then thermally treated in the
temperature range 373-873K in a muffle furnace. The effect of thermal treatment on the
morphologies of these samples was examined using scanning electron microscope. The
crystal phases were determined by X ray powder diffractometer (Rigaku, Japan) with CuKα
radiation (λ= 1.54Ǻ). The average nanocrystallite size was calculated using Scherrer’s
equation [122].
D

0.9
B cos

(5.1)
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Where D is the mean crystallite size, λ is the X-ray wavelength, B is the full width at
half the maximum (FWHM) and θ is the Bragg angle.

5.3. Results and Discussion:
The lattice parameters of ZnO are temperature dependent, i.e. an increase in
temperature leads to expansion of the lattice as reported by Lamber et al. (1995) [133] and
Banerjee et al. (2003) [124-125].
5.3.1. Structural Studies:
The figures 5.3 (a2, b2, c2) show that all the diffraction peaks can be indexed as the
hexagonal wurtzite Zinc Oxide with c/a ratio in agreement with the standard card (JCPDS 361451). The width of peaks is decreased gradually from low calcination temperature to high,
indicating increased crystallite size [125].
If the c/a value is significantly larger than 1.633, the crystal structure may be thought
of as composed of planes of closely packed atoms, the planes being loosely stacked [126].The
lattice parameters (a and c) and particle size as a function of temperature are shown in figure
5.1(a, b and c) and it was observed that there is a continuous increase in the lattice parameter
and particle size with temperature. The average crystallite size varied from 45.5 nm to 83.2
nm.
The unit cell density of the samples was calculated using the relation given by Smit
and Wijn [127].
dx 

2M
N a a3

(5.2)

Where dx is the unit cell density, M is the molecular weight of the samples, Na is the
Avogadro’s number and ‘a’ is the lattice constant. Figure 5.2 shows the variation of
crystallite size and unit cell density as a function of temperature.
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5.3.2 Surface Morphology of Zinc Oxide:
Morphological investigation through scanning electron microscope (SEM) reveal that
the sonication time and the calcination temperature resulted in the morphological changes in
zinc oxide from powder to the noodle like structure as shown in the figure 5.3 (a1,a2 and a3).
We studied the laser ablation propulsion parameters of sample 1(without treatment), sample 2
(treated at 373K), and sample 3 (treated at 573K).

(a1)

(b1)

(a2)

(b2)
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(c2)

(c1)

Figure 5.3. SEM micrographs showing different morphologies of Zinc Oxide obtained
through variation in temperatures (a1) 373K (b1)473K (c1)573K for 45 minutes with XRD
pattern revealing single phase of Zinc Oxide structures (a2) 373K (b2)473K (c2)573K for 45
minutes.
5.3.3 Laser Propulsion Studies:
Laser propulsion can be applied to a wide range of fields such as launching near earth
orbit microsatellite, clearing debris in the orbits of the earth, and microsatellite attitude and
orbit control, etc. The laser propulsion technology has the potential to cut down the launching
cost far lower than that of the current chemical rockets.
The purpose of the present study is to introduce a new material for laser propulsion. A
comparison of different morphologies of Zinc Oxide as laser propellant using 1064 nm laser
irradiation is presented. So far polymers and metals have been considered as efficient
propellants. In this work we report the propulsion parameters of various zinc oxide
morphologies from nano particles to nano-noodles as propellants for the first time to our
knowledge. The experimental setup and mathematical model has been described in chapters 3
and 4.

5.3.4 Variation in coupling coefficient (Cm) and specific impulse (Isp) with
surface morphology
The critical parameters for laser propulsion [99] are the momentum coupling
coefficient Cm (Ns/J) and the optimum coupling fluence Φopt. (J/m2) for which the Cm is
maximum needs to be known. The laser induced plasma expands in nearly spherical shape
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having layered structure of different species distributed according to their masses. In these
experiments the phenomenon of plasma shielding has been observed. When the laser fluence
is moderate, the plasma shielding occurs due to the ablation of species localized mostly in the
central part of the plasma plume. At higher fluences, the plasma shielding becomes strongly
contributed by the ionized ambient gas localized in the propagation front of the plume.
Therefore, Cm increases with the laser fluence first, and then decreases due to the plasma
shielding [128]. The knowledge of optimum laser fluence can be used to reduce the energy
losses. The optimum values of momentum coupling coefficient and coupling fluence have
been found. These values have been tabulated in the table 5.1. Among these four
morphologies, the sample 1 that is a single phased hexagonal structure was found more
efficient for the laser propulsion with an optimum coupling fluence of Φopt. 2.5x106 J/m2 for
which Cm has maximum value i.e.2.5x10-4 N-s/J with a range of 0.5-2.5x10-4N-s/J.
Table: 5.1 Values of optimum coupling fluence, optimum coupling coefficient and specific
impulse of zinc oxide
Name of
sample

Optimum momentum
coupling Fluence

Optimum coupling
coefficient

ΦOpt.

Cm

Specific Impulse
Isp

Sample Bulk

4.2x106J/m2

0.85x10-4N-s/J

15-65 sec,

Sample 1

2.5x106J/m2

2.5x10-4N-s/J

25-560 sec

Sample 2

2.3x106J/m2

1.12x10-4N-s/J

12-60 sec

Sample 3

2.2x106J/m2

1.39x10-4N-s/J

18-80 sec.

To the author’s knowledge there has been no description of Cm for the laser
propulsion of nano-structured zinc oxide with different morphologies. Fig.5.4 (a), 5.5(a),
5.6(a) and 5.7(a) show the variation in momentum coupling coefficient values for different
laser fluences. It is clear from the figures that the momentum coupling coefficient Cm
increases with the laser fluence first, and then decreases. This means we can obtain the
optimum coupling fluence Φopt..
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Fig 5.4(a) Momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) Vs Laser fluence for Nd:YAG laser
operating at 1064 nm in Bulk. Solid line shows the fitted curve while the dotted line indicates
the optimum value of laser fluence for momentum coupling coefficient (b) Specific impulse
Vs Laser fluence of Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064nm. Solid line shows the fitted curve.
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Fig 5.5(a) Momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) Vs Laser fluence for Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064
nm in sample 1. Solid line shows the fitted curve while the dotted line indicates the optimum value of
laser fluence for Cm (b) Specific impulse Vs Laser fluence of Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064nm in
sample 1. Solid line shows the fitted curve.
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Fig 5.6(a) Momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) Vs Laser fluence for Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064
nm in sample 2. Solid line shows the fitted curve while the dotted line indicates the optimum value of
laser fluence for Cm (b) Specific impulse Vs Laser fluence of Nd:YAG laser operating at 1064nm in
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Fig 5.7(a) Momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) vs Laser fluence for Nd:YAG laser operating
at 1064 nm in sample 3. Solid line shows the fitted curve while the dotted line indicates the
optimum value of laser fluence for Cm (b) Specific impulse vs Laser fluence of Nd:YAG laser
operating at 1064nm in sample 3. Solid line shows the fitted curve.
The calculated values of momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) of samples namely:
bulk, Sample 1, sample 2 and sample 3 are in the range of (0.4-0.85x10-4N-s/J), (0.5-2.5x1053
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N-s/J), (0.2-1.15x10-4N-s/J) and (0.8-1.39x10-4N-s/J) respectively at different laser energies

as shown in Fig.5.4 (a), 5.5(a), 5.6(a) and 5.7(a). The variation in momentum coupling
coefficient at different laser energies depends upon energy per pulse as well as on the
morphology of target material.
The other important parameter is the specific impulse. If the value of the specific
impulse is large then we can get the required momentum by using a small amount of
propellant. Sample 1 has the highest value of Isp which increases with the energy per pulse of
the laser in the range of 25-560 seconds. The specific impulse values of other samples have
been tabulated in table 1and their trends are shown in figures 5.4(b), 5.5(b), 5.6(b) and 5.7(b)
respectively. The value of Isp of sample 1 is significantly higher as that of the bulk and the
optimum Cm of this sample is nearly three times that of the bulk sample. Moreover the range
of Cm for different laser energies for sample 1 is very wide in contrast to the bulk sample
which suggests that sample 1 is useful to obtain a wide range of Cm values. The laser energy
strongly interacts with the crystalline shape of Zinc oxide (sample1) as compared to other
three morphologies.
The different Cm values can be used for various missions in space. The key and
important is to use the exact and controlled ejection velocities and orbital mechanics to put
spacecrafts on precise and accurate trajectories. The “smart propellant” spacecraft has onboard navigation, attitude control, and propulsion systems that assist and support the finetuning of their trajectories for recapture. Smart propellant applications contain orbit rephasing, orbit raising and orbit lowering, and landing plus subsequent take-off. The required
smart propellant ejection velocities range from tens of meters per second (m/s) for re-phasing
to tens of kilometers per second (Km/s) for orbit raising in LEO i.e. low Earth orbit. We can
say that the samples 1, 2 and 3 can be used as future smart propellants for various space
missions due to diversity in their momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) and specific impulse
(Isp) values.
In the present case, zinc oxide (as micro-thruster in the form of nano-particles) has Cm
value 0.25mN-s/J which is the largest Cm value among other morphologies of ZnO and it is
also significant as compared to previously reported materials. It is seen in the case of specific
impulse Isp that ZnO has much higher value (560s) of Isp that might be due to higher laser
induced ionization in ZnO plasma.
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Laser Ablation Propulsion Studies of Doped Ferrite with and
without Confinement
(This work has been published in Laser Physics Letters, 2014, vol. 11 with the title of “A
novel laser assisted structure refinement of Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4”)

6.1 Introduction
Over the past two decades, lasers have attracted much attention of scientists and
engineers as highly efficient, compact and cost effective sources that have wide ranging
applications [129, 130, 131]. Lasers have resulted in significant progress in the development
of materials due to flexibility in the control of wavelength, energy-density, and possibility of
their use in a wide range of interaction environments. The Lasers have left their mark in
improving the material properties and applications [132, 133]. Both the continuous and
pulsed lasers are being used for material processing.
The pulsed lasers have many advantages including (but not limited to) the ablation of
target material due to high intensity of laser regardless of the melting point, focusing
properties, manageability in the choice of atmospheric gaseous sorts and pressure, ease of the
formation of non-equilibrium state due to the production of shock waves etc. The pulsed laser
has made it feasible to obtain different kinds of materials having various structures ranging
from thin films to micrometer-sized particles. Laser ablation in liquid media is getting much
concern as a new technique to prepare nanoparticles by monitoring vapor association and
condensation. In principle, various nanoparticles can be prepared using one step laser ablation
procedure [134].
Of various methods used for the synthesis of ferrites [135-140], the co-precipitation
method is commonly used due to its simple procedure. It is somehow cumbersome to get
single phase spinel structure using co-precipitation method. Two main processes involve
during the synthesis of fine ferrite particles which are nucleation and particle growth, during
which the nanoparticles remain to grow by owning the surrounding atoms and nuclei in the
solution.
Ferrites have great importance technologically and are used in a wide range of
magnetic, electronic and microwave devices. The structural properties of ferrites depend on
the type of cations involved and their distribution amongst the tetrahedral (A) and octahedral
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(B) sites [141, 142, 143]. In Co-ZnFe2O4, zinc ions occupy the tetrahedral site while cobalt
and iron partially occupy both the tetrahedral and octahedral sites.
When a colloidal solution is irradiated by short laser pulses, the temperature rises very
rapidly within a small and confined region of the solution and process of micro bubble
formation starts off, along with the generation of acoustic and shock waves.
Co-precipitation method is environment friendly due to its non-toxic effects during
and after synthesizing. Besides of this, the method has salient features such as its simplicity
with low cost, need of low reaction temperatures and this method has advantages over others
due to its versatility. This method possesses various parameters that effect on the structural,
electrical and magnetic properties on the crystalline structure [86]. Other methods [135-140]
require long thermal treatment at high temperatures to remove the impurity phases.
Keeping in view the interaction of laser with matter in liquid media, the attention and
aim of present work was to consider the consequences of IR pulsed laser irradiation on
crystallinity of ferrite samples. We report for the first time to the best of our knowledge a
refinement in the structure by suppressing or removing the unwanted phases in the samples
using IR pulsed laser irradiation.

6.2. Experimental Procedure
In this experiment a series of five samples (with the steps of 0.25) CoxZn1-xFe2O4 have
been synthesized using co-precipitation technique. Co-precipitation is a simple and rapid
technique capable of modifying the particle surface state and homogeneity [144]. The
synthesis of ferrite material was performed using the method reported by Bujoreano et al.
[145].The analytical grade chemicals FeCl3.6H2O, CoCl2.4H2O, ZnCl2 and NaOH were used
in this work. The metal to hydroxide ion ratio (Me/OH) was kept 0.1 for all the samples
[146]. The chlorides of iron, cobalt and zinc were weighed carefully according to the
stoichiometric ratios on a digital balance and dissolved in distilled and deionized water. The
solution volume of metal ions was kept 50 mL. Another 50 mL 1M solution of NaOH was
prepared separately. The solution containing the metal ions was added drop wise in the
NaOH solution while continuously stirring at moderate speed on a magnetic stirrer. The final
solution volume after mixing both the solutions was 100 ml. After filtration, all the samples
were dried at room temperature. All the samples were found single phase except that of
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Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4. This sample was refined by using laser irradiation of different intervals of
treatments.
Therefore, six identical samples were prepared and were separately subjected to laser
irradiation for time durations of 0 (control), 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 minutes. The pulsed Nd:YAG
laser (Quantel, France) operating at fundamental wavelength (1064 nm) with pulsed duration
of 5 ns and frequency of 10 Hz was allowed to fall on the sample solution while continuously
shaking the beaker at moderate speed during laser irradiation so that whole solution is
exposed to laser irradiation. The laser spot size and pulse energy were 5mm and 200 mJ
respectively. The experimental diagram of the laser irradiation setup is shown in figure 6.1.

Mirror

Beaker containing the
Ferrite solution

Nd:YAG Laser (1064) nm

nm)

Unfocused laser beam

Shaker

Figure 6.1. A schematic diagram of the experimental set up showing the pulsed Nd: YAG
laser irradiation of sample
After pulsed laser irradiation, the samples were digested under isothermal static
conditions in a preheated water bath (Memmert, Germany) at 90ºC for 2 hours. The solution
was washed with distilled water twice. The precipitate was separated from the solution
through centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 20 minutes. After centrifugation the material was
dried in an electric oven at 60oC. The dried powder was grinded using agate pestle and mortar
and subjected to thermal treatment at 700oC for 3 hours under atmospheric conditions in a
muffle furnace (Vulcan, A550). The XRD analysis of all the samples was performed with
Rigaku (Rint 2000) X-ray diffractometer using copper kα radiation (1.54Å). The average
crystallite size of the samples was calculated using Scherrer’s formula [122]. The variation
produced in the crystallite size due to laser irradiation was studied using Transmission
Electron Microscopy.
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The final refined Co-Zn ferrite was used for studying the laser ablation propulsion
using Nd: YAG (532nm, 5ns) laser. The glass layer was used for the confined laser
propulsion studies against the laser fluences from 2x105Jm-2 to 6x105Jm-2.

6.3 Results and Discussion
The magnetic and electrical properties of Co-Zn ferrites are well known and have
been discussed quite extensively in the literature [147, 148]. In the present work the as
synthesized sample (without laser treatment) showed some extra peaks thereby suggesting the
use of some structure refinement method. It was suggested that the IR lasers due to their
photo-thermal effects are suitable to impart sufficient energy required for structure
refinement. We used the pre-digestion laser irradiation because it is well known that the post
digestion laser treatment of ferrites does not significantly alter the structure after the
completion of the synthesis process.
Figure 6.2 shows additional peaks in the XRD spectrum of as synthesized Co-Zn
ferrite (no laser treatment) indicating that presence of additional phases in the sample. It has
been observed from the XRD spectra of the laser irradiated samples as shown in Figure 6.3 to
Figure 6.7 (2 minute irradiation to 10 minute irradiation respectively) that all the laser treated
samples of Co-Zn ferrite have characteristic cubic spinel structure indexed with JCPDS card
number 22-1086 with slight presence of additional phases in the samples treated with lasers
up to 4 minutes. There are some minor peaks in the samples treated for 2 and 4 minutes with
gradual decrease in the intensities of the peaks corresponding to the minor phases as shown in
the XRD spectra of the samples (Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4). The presence of minor phases also
indicates that there is a little deviation of the structure from pure spinel structure in these
samples. While the XRD patterns of the samples treated for 6, 8 and 10 minutes of laser
irradiation clearly indicate that the material is of single phase and there is no extra phase
present in it (Fig. 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7).
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Figure 6.2. The XRD spectrum of as synthesized ferrite sample. The additional phases
are present in the sample

Figure 6.3. The XRD spectrum showing the peak identification of ferrite sample
synthesized using Nd:YAG laser irradiation for a duration of 2 minutes
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Figure 6.4. The XRD spectrum showing the peak identification of ferrite sample synthesized
using Nd:YAG laser irradiation for a duration of 4 minutes

Figure 6.5. The XRD spectrum showing the peak identification of ferrite sample synthesized
using Nd:YAG laser irradiation for a duration of 6 minutes, gradual removal of unwanted
peaks can be seen
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Figure 6.6.The XRD spectrum of ferrite sample synthesized using Nd:YAG laser irradiation
for a duration of 8 minutes, structure is getting refined

Figure 6.7. The XRD spectrum of ferrite sample synthesized using Nd:YAG laser irradiation
for a duration of 10 minutes, the unwanted peaks have been removed due to laser irradiation
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The XRD results for the samples treated with laser for 0, 2 and 4 minutes indicate the
existence of Co-Zn ferrite as well as some minor phases. The apparent peaks in these XRD
spectra are (111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (422), (511), (440), (620) and (533) which are
considered of major phase and hematite [20, 21, 22], ZnO and CoO [149] as minor phases.
Some of the Zn2+ do not respond in the formation process of ferrite. However, in the samples
that were irradiated with pulsed Nd:YAG laser for 6, 8 and 10 minutes, no additional phase
has been observed and samples can be indexed as single-phase spinel structure (JCPDS card
number 22-1086). All the peaks in the XRD patterns of these samples are characteristic of
cubic spinel cobalt-zinc ferrite; whereas the deficit of extra peaks confirms the purification
phase among these samples. The increase in size of crystal may be due to the diffusion of
zinc ions into the tetrahedral sites which is the probable reason. With the help of DebyeScherrer formula and X ray diffraction data, the average crystallite size was valued [122].
The line broadening of the peaks in XRD patterns show that crystallite sizes of the samples
decrease with increase in laser irradiation time (Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.8.

Variation in the average crystallite size with laser irradiation time
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Figure 6.9. TEM micrograph of Co-ZnFe2O4 nanoparticles prepared without laser irradiation

Figure 6.10. TEM micrograph of Co-ZnFe2O4 nanoparticles prepared using 6 minutes of laser
irradiation

Figure 6.11. TEM micrograph of Co-ZnFe2O4 nanoparticles prepared using 10 minutes of
laser irradiation
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The average crystallite size obtained using this method was also confirmed using
TEM. Figures 6.9 to Figure 6.11 show the TEM images of Co-Zn ferrite samples synthesized
with the laser irradiation of 0, 6 and 10 minutes respectively. The average size of the particles
synthesized without laser treatment as shown in figure 6.9 (image taken at 300k
magnification) showed an average diameter of 34 nm (in confirmation with that obtained
from XRD analysis). Some agglomeration is also clear in the image. Figure 6.10 (300k
magnification) shows a decrease in the particle size when the sample is irradiated for 6
minutes. When the irradiation time was increased to 10 minutes, as shown in figure 6.11
(500k magnification), the particle size reduces and distribution of sizes among gets more
homogeneous. The average particle size of this sample is 20 nm that is in close agreement
with that obtained from the XRD analysis.

6.4 Laser Propulsion Studies
In this section, a comparative study between Direct Ablation Propulsion (DAP) and
Confined Ablation Propulsion (CAP) of refined Co-Zn ferrites as laser micro-propellant has
been discussed using 532 nm laser irradiation. A transparent glass was used for the
confinement [31].

6.5 Variation in Momentum Coupling Coefficient (Cm) and Specific
Impulse (Isp)
Laser propulsion has two important parameters; one is coupling coefficient Cm (Ns/J)
and other is optimum coupling fluence (Φopt.) for which the Cm is maximum. In case of CoZn ferrite, firstly the Cm increases with the laser fluence, then it decreases at higher laser
fluences due to the plasma shielding [43]. The knowledge of optimum laser fluence can be
used to reduce the energy losses. The optimum values of momentum coupling coefficient and
coupling fluence have been observed. In the case of Co-Zn ferrite propellant, laser fluence
has been varied from 2 x105 Jm-2 to 6x105 Jm-2 to observe the behavior of momentum
coupling coefficient (Cm) for DAP and CAP. For DAP, the values of Cm vary from 4.422x10-5
Ns/J to 3.666x10-5 Ns/J. The variation among the values of Cm falls in a small range. First the
values of Cm increase, then it start to decrease due to the shielding effect. For the CAP, the
variation among the values of Cm has been wider as compared to DAP. The values of Cm
increase significantly in CAP as laser fluence increase from 2 to 4x105 Jm-2, then it start to
decrease from 4 x105 to 6x105 Jm-2 which is due to the shielding effect. In both kind of
propulsion (DAP and CAP) systems, the optimum values of fluence are obtained at fluence of
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4x105Jm-2 and optimum Cm value increases significantly in Confined Ablation Propulsion
(CAP) which has been tabulated in table 6.1.
The momentum coupling coefficient and thrust are directly related to each other. As
the Cm increases, the thrust also increases. Thrust shows that how much force is produced by
the propellant to propel the light craft. A low coupling coefficient does not mean a high
specific impulse. Here the thrust produced by the laser energy is given by [43, 88, 150]. F(t)=
Thrust F(t)= PCm
Table 6.1: Values of momentum coupling coefficient (Cm), and thrust F(t) for direct and
confined ablation propulsion at 532 nm of Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4
Sr.
No.

Laser
Fluence
(x105)
Jm-2

Momentum
coupling
coefficient
(Cm) direct
ablation
(N-s/J)

Thrust direct Thrust with
ablation
Confined
F(t)
ablation
(N)
F(t)
(N)

Specific
Impulse
(Isp)
(seconds)

4.422E-5

Momentum
coupling
coefficient
(Cm) with
confined
ablation
(N-s/J)
2.09E-4

1

2

1.690E-5

0.5235E-4

293

2

3

5.71E-5

2.389E-4

2.2538E-5

0.9325E-4

152

3

4

5.861E-5

2.83E-4

2.0428E-5

1.0050E-4

117

4

5

4.33E-5

2.454E-4

1.579E-5

1.098E-4

96

5

6

3.418E-5

1.372E-4

1.7431E-5

0.6997E-4

71

In Laser Ablation Propulsion (LAP), the choice of an appropriate propellant is
important. When laser light incidents on the target propellant, it penetrates deeply into the
propellant material and as a result a considerable mass fraction is removed for every laser
pulse. The liberation of mass fraction increases the Cm and thrust. The exhaust velocity
remains low because Cm and Isp have inverse connection with each other. The inverse
connection between these is not a permanent rule because different propellant materials show
different attitudes with laser energy and break down the inherent property [43, 88, 150].
The specific impulse is defined as the ratio of the coupling coefficient to the ablated
consumption mass. The high specific impulse is more meaningful in propulsion, which means
a longer life span and more efficient load. For calculating the ablated mass, there are three
different methods used for finding the ablated mass; by determining the crater dimensions,
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applying the spectroscopic estimation of the atomized mass and lastly weighing the ablated
sample. The third method contains hindrance due to low effective ablation rate, which can be
much lower than a microgram per pulse. Hence, the last method is made possible by
weighing the sample before and after a large number of laser shots [151, 152].

6.6 Doped Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 with Zinc oxide as Laser ablative propellant
In order to see the doping effect in laser refined Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 sample with Zinc
Oxide (discussed in the chapter 3) on momentum coupling coefficient (Cm), both materials
are doped as (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)1-x(ZnO)x, where x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0 using ball mill
technique. The ball mill has been used for the milling of 5 hours. These five samples have
been used as laser ablative propellants by keeping the laser fluence constant. The values of
Cm and thrust for direct ablation propulsion (DAP) and confined ablation propulsion (CAP)
have been mentioned in table 6.2. A transparent glass layer has been used for the CAP by
covering the target surface [59, 61, 62]. An increase in the Cm and thrust values are observed.
The momentum coupling coefficient has been determined with free triangulation method as
described in previous chapters.
Table 6.2 The values of momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) of doped Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 with
ZnO for the fixed laser fluence of 6x105 Jm-2 at 532nm.
Sr.
No.

1.
2
3
4
5

Name of
sample

Sample 1
(for x=0.0)
Sample 2
(for x=0.2)
Sample 3
(for x=0.5)
Sample 4
(for x=0.8)
Sample 5
(for x=1.0)

Composition of Samples
where x= 0.0, 0.2, 0.5,
0.8,1.0.

Values of
Cm without
confinement
(N-s/J)

Values of
Cm with
confinement
(N-s/J)

Values of
Thrust with
confinement
(N)

1.372E-4

Values of
Thrust
without
confinement
(N)
1.743E-5

(Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)1(ZnO)0

3.418E-5

(Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.8(ZnO)0.2

4.072E-5

1.934E-4

2.076E-5

0.986E-4

(Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.5(ZnO)0.5

6.108E-5

2.993E-4

3.115E-5

1.526E-4

(Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.2(ZnO)0.8

5.371E-5

3.434E-4

2.739E-5

1.751E-4

(Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0(ZnO)1

4.432E-5

2.453E-4

2.260E-5

1.251E-4

(Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)1-x(ZnO)x

0.699E-4

The Nd:YAG laser, 532nm is used to irradiate the samples at fixed laser fluence of
6x105Jm-2 for finding the momentum coupling coefficient (Cm). The momentum coupling
coefficient value of pure Zinc Oxide i.e. [(Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0 (ZnO)1] is larger as compared to
the pure Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 i.e. [(Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)1(ZnO)0]. The crater formation of 100 shots in
figure 6.13 shows that rate of ablation of Zinc Oxide is also greater as compared to
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Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4. The Cm values increase from x=0.0 to 0.5 and decrease from x=0.5 to 1.0.
The maximum values of Cm have been obtained for x = 0.5 for which Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and
zinc oxide has been doped in equal amount of proportion.
The specific impulse is calculated by the method described earlier for a fixed fluence
on different composition of Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and Zinc Oxide. The specific impulse is found in
the range of 22 to 71 seconds. The surface morphological studies of the craters are performed
by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM).

6.7 Morphology of Ablated Craters
The Ablation process in solids materials using nanosecond lasers is characterized by
creation of a large Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) accompanied by melting and ejection of
molten material [153].
The samples have been irradiated for 100 shots at a fluence of 6x105J/m2 to analyze
the ablation spot (crater) morphology. These ablation spots are analyzed with the help of a
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) as shown in figure 6.12. The morphology of ablated
craters of these propellants shows that the craters of Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and ZnO separately (Fig.
6.12 a and e) have wide diameter and depth as compared to the mixed samples. The edges
and walls of these craters are prominent. Most probably, this is due to the molecular
distribution which leads to a homogeneous absorption of laser in these two samples as
compared to other samples and this uniform absorption results in a more uniform temperature
distribution. As the doping amount of Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 decreases from x=0.8 to x=0.2, the
rate of ablation decreases and as a result the depth size of the crater also decreases as shown
in the figures 6.12 (b-d).
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(a) (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)1.0(ZnO)0.0
(b) (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.8(ZnO)0.2
radii of crater=250 µm and HAZ=380 µm radii of the crater=200 µm, HAZ=400 µm

(c) For (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.5(ZnO)0.5

radii of crater=150 µm, and
HAZ=1mm=1000 µm

(d) (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.2(ZnO)0.8
radii of crater=320 µm and HAZ=607 µm

(e) (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.0(ZnO)1.0
radii of crater=185µm, HAZ=250 µm
Fig. 6.12. SEM images, showing the morphologies of ablation of different compositions (a)
(Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)1.0(ZnO)0.0 (b) (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.8(ZnO)0.2 (c) (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.5(ZnO)0.5
(d) (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.2(ZnO)0.8 (e) (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)0.0(ZnO)1.0 after irradiation for hundred
shots with 6x105 J m-2 at 532 nm.
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In the present situation, five samples have been irradiated with 532 nm Nd: YAG
laser with laser fluence of 6x105Jm-2 for 100 shots. The crater size of both Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4
(fig.6.12a) and ZnO (fig.6.12e) are more prominent as compared to their three doped
samples. The crater size of ZnO is less as compared to Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4. The molten material
in the crater flows out more and more under recoil pressure of plasma plume [154,155], and
is deposited along the boundary walls to a greater extent, leading to progressive reduction in
the crater area. The greater size of CoZn ferrite crater as compared to the ZnO is due to
respective of greater ablation rate CoZn ferrite. As the doping of ZnO increases from 0.2 to
0.8 the crater size reduces. The Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) becomes prominent in those
materials which have high values of ZnO. The shapes of the heat affected areas (Fig. 6.13)
are attributed to the conduction in the material. The origin of this behavior may also be
attributed to the Gaussian beam intensity profile of the laser.
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Thrust Enhancement in Ferrites Samples using Ablation
Confinement
(This work has been published in Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials in 2015
(Vol.384, pp302-307) with the title of “Refinement in the structural and magnetic properties
of Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 and its application as laser micro-propellant using ablation confinement”)

7.1 Introduction
Laser matter interaction has opened several new avenues for the scientists. The Pulsed
Laser Ablation (PLA) of solids has become a subject of greater interest due to its growing
applications such as material processing, film deposition, cluster and nanostructure
production etc.) for the last two decades. In a previous chapter, a novel application of laser
has recently been described for the refinement of the crystal structure [156]. Laser propulsion
being an application of laser ablation has potential advantages over chemical propulsion,
mainly because the energy source and propellant are decoupled [9, 157]. The production of
impulse by laser ablation is predictable to be useful for aerospace actions like space-debris
deletion, orbit transfer and launching of small satellites from the ground. The spinel ferrites
(MFe2O4; where M=Mg, Zn, Co, Ni, Mn etc.) contain two cation sites A and B for metal
cation occupancy. There are eight A sites in which the metal cations form tetrahedral
coordination with oxygen, and sixteen B sites possess octahedral coordination.
When A sites are positioned by M2+ cations and B sites are occupied by Fe3+ cations,
then ferrite structure is known as normal spinel. In most spinels, cation distribution has an
intermediate degree of inversion which means that both sites A and B comprise of a fraction
of both M2+ and Fe3+ cations [158, 159].
Like CoFe2O4, NiFe2O4 has an inverse spinel structure, with their structural formula
[Me2+Fe3+] O2-4 where all Me2+ are in B-sites and Fe3+ ions are equally distributed between A
and B-sites [160–163]. Cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4) nanoparticles are known to have high
permeability, good saturation magnetization and no specified direction of magnetization.
Furthermore, they show a high coercivity value of more than 5kOe; a reasonable saturation
magnetization of about 80 emug-1; remarkable chemical stability and mechanical hardness;
large magneto-optic effect; high Curie temperature and high electromagnetic performance
[164, 165]. Therefore, Cobalt ferrite is a encouraging material for high- density magnetic
recording [166], ferrofluids technology [167], bio- medical drug delivery [168], magnetic
resonance imaging [169], cancer treatment [170] and magneto-optical devices [171].
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The replacement of Co2+ ions with Zn2+, Ni2+, Cr2+ and Cu2+ allows variations in the
properties of cobalt ferrite that can be tuned for specific applications such as highperformance radar absorbing materials (RAMs) that are important for the stealth defense
system of aircraft, marine and land automobiles [172]. By combination with the nickel ferrite,
a partial substitution of Co2+ by Ni2+ can effectively regulate and control the micro- structural
and magnetic properties of cobalt ferrite [173, 174]. The achievement of nano-phase in ferrite
depends on the particle size, crystallinity, sample shape, chemical composition, synthesis
route, cation distribution on A-B sites, magnetization direction, and processing parameters
[175]. The role of B–B interaction is more dominant in Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 as the magnetic
moments of a part of Fe3+ ions become reversibly oriented. The alloys exhibit good soft
magnetic properties, which suggest their suitability in several applications.
In the recent years, one-dimensional (1D) Co-Ni ferrite nanorods have shown unique
magnetic properties [176]. The Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 nano-fibers in the range of 70 to 100 nm
diameter fabricated by electro-spinning and after calcination process, possess good
microwave absorption in the Km band and have a great prospective as microwave absorber
for useful applications [177]. Transition metal-substituted cobalt ferrite nanoparticles
(Co0.5X0.5Fe2O4 with X= Cu, Ni, Zn, and Mn) show antibacterial properties and fulfill the
necessities of a drug delivery system [178]. We have reported for the first time that
Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 (Co- Ni ferrite) is a favorable material for laser ablation plasma microthruster in terms of critical propulsion parameters as compared to other materials [48].
It has been extensively reported in the literature that the magnetic behavior of ferrites
changes with particle size [127]. In addition to co-precipitation various conventional methods
to synthesize the ferrite nanoparticles include evaporation condensation, micro-emulsion,
matrix isolation, ball milling, hot spraying, laser induced vapor phase reaction and aerosols
method [179, 180].
Keeping in view the versatility of Co-Ni ferrite, and the need for an efficient
propellant mechanism, we synthesized a ferrite material that is an effective micro-propellant
and improved its propulsion efficiency using the plasma confinement technique. The
structural and magnetic properties of this particular material subjected to thermal treatments
for different time durations have also been reported.
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7.2. Experimental
7.2.1 Sample Preparation
Cobalt-Nickel Ferrite was synthesized using wet chemical co-precipitation [181] route
with the use of chlorides of iron, nickel and cobalt. All the chemicals were of analytical grade
and were used without further purification. A 100 ml metal ion solution was prepared using
chlorides of cobalt, nickel and iron, taken in molar ratios of 0.5, 0.5, and 2 respectively [146].
An alkaline solution of NaOH (2 molar) was used as precipitant that was added drop wise
into the metal ion solution while constant stirring at moderate speed. The mixing was
performed at room temperature. The pH was monitored and when it reached a value of 12,
the mixing was stopped. The solution containing the precipitate was kept for 2 hours at 90oC
in a preheated water bath (Memmert, Germany) for digestion under isothermal static
conditions. The solution was centrifuged, decanted, and washed. The deionized water was
used for a number of times to remove impurities. The powder was dried in an electrical oven
in air at 50oC for 4 hours. The dried powder was ground homogenously with the help of agate
mortar and pestle. Then after powder was thermally treated in a muffle furnace at 500 oC for
time durations of 1, 3 and 5 hours.

7.2.2 Sample Characterization
The X-Ray Diffraction technique (XRD) was used to study the structural
characterization and phase identification of thermally treated samples. The XRD patterns of
all the samples were recorded by PANAlytical diffractometer, Model XpertPRO using Ni
filter, with monochromatic Cu Kα radiation of wavelength 1.54056 Å. The average crystallite
size of the samples was calculated using Scherrer’s formula [122].
The analysis of shape, size distribution was carried out using a Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM), Hitachi S-4700. Magnetization data was recorded by a vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM) with maximum applied field 8000Oe at room temperature.

7.2.3 Laser Propulsion Setup
In the present experiment the refined single phase Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 ferrite was used for
ablative laser propulsion. The Nd: YAG laser (532nm, 5ns pulse duration) working was used
to irradiate the target. The detailed laser propulsion set up and methodology has been
mentioned in chapter 3[48]. The experiments were done at room temperature. In this chapter
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we considered three designs of target samples of synthesized single phase Co-Ni ferrite. The
first was a planar target in the form of a pellet, second type was cavity target 2mm deep and
of 2mm diameter and third was cavity covering by glass layer. The experimental results given
in the following are averaged for 10 shots. The confinement of plasma expansion was
achieved using a transparent glass which resulted in the enhancement of the thrust. The level
of thrust was quantified via the momentum coupling coefficient.

7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1 XRD Analysis
It is required to control the calcination atmosphere by selecting an appropriate
temperature and time for achieving suitable results. It is known that at high calcination
temperature, size of the particle increases. The main advantage of co-precipitation method in
contrast to other methods is to obtain fine particles at low calcination temperature. Thus in
order to produce Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 ferrite as single phase the calcination time was increased
keeping the temperature constant [182]. The observed peaks in sample 1 calcined at 500oC
for 1 hour are (111), (220), (311), (222), (400), (422), (511), (440), (620) and (533) as major
phase and of hematite [183-185] as minor phase. The presence of minor phases is due to the
Ni ions that do not respond in the growth formation of ferrite during calcination time of 1
hour. However an increase in calcination time at the fixed temperature of 500oC refined the
crystal structure. The sample calcined at 500oC for 5 hour, was indexed as the single-phase
spinel structure (JCPDS Card no.22-1086) having fcc of Fd-3m space group. The major
peaks in the XRD patterns of the synthesized are characteristic of cubic spinel cobalt-Nickel
ferrite whereas with the increase in thermal treatment time, the minor phases fade out. The
diffusion of Ni ions into the tetrahedral sites results in an increase in the crystallite size [122].
The step wise procedural refinement of the synthesized Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 is shown via XRD
patterns in Fig. (7.1a, 7.1b, 7.1c).
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Fig 7.1(a)

Fig 7.1(b)
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Fig 7.1(c)
Fig. 7.1 (a,b,c). XRD patterns showing the refinement in the structure of thermally treated
Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 ferrite particles, the upper most is for 1 hr, middle is for 3 hr and lower (refined) is for
5hrs.

The increase in calcinations time resulted in an increase in the size of the particle
samples in the range of 24-46 nm. The microstructure of the refined (sample 3)
Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 was further investigated using TEM image as shown in figure 7.2. The
particle size has been found between 43 and 50 nm, peaking at 46 nm, which is in close
agreement with the XRD results. The moderate agglomeration among few particles can be
seen with segregated particles in the image. The process of agglomeration is expected to
increase linearly as the annealing temperature increases and hence some certain degree of
agglomeration at temperature (5000C) for the time period of 5 hour appears unavoidable.
Most of particles attain cubical shape, however a few elongated particles are also existing.

Fig. 7.2. TEM micrograph of the Co0.5 Ni0.5Fe2O4 sample treated at 500oC for 5 hour
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7.3.2 Magnetic Properties
Although there have been some reports on the magnetic properties of Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4,
however in this chapter we are reporting first time on the effect of thermal treatment for
different times on the magnetic properties of Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4. When the calcination time at
temperature of 500oC increases from 1hour to 5hour, the saturation magnetization (Ms)
increases from 25.7 to 31.2 emu/g at room temperature. The highest saturation magnetization
was 66.2 emu/g for the sample calcined at 500oC for 5 hour thermal treatment, which is very
lesser than that of previous reported multidomain, bulk ferrite (74.08 emu/g) [186]. The
decreasing values in Ms of the sample 1 and 2 as compared to sample 3 is due to the presence
of impurity phase of α-Fe2O3 (hematite) that was observed in the XRD pattern. The presence
of weakly and faintly magnetic and impure phase of α-Fe2O3 (hematite) can cause to reduce
the saturation magnetization [183]. As the calcination time duration increases the impure
phase of hematite started to diminish and resulted in the increase of saturation magnetization.
The saturation magnetization of calcined samples increases with increasing particle size,
which may be endorsed to the surface effects in these nanoparticles. The surface of the
nanoparticles give the impression of some distorted or slanted spins that repel the core spins
to align the field direction, as a result, the saturation magnetization increases for larger sizes
and decreases for smaller sizes [187]. The magnetization does not reach saturation on further
increase in the applied magnetic field, which can be ascribed to the presence of a magnetic
dead layer or spin chaotic layer on surface of nanoparticles [188, 189].

Fig. 7. 3. Magnetic properties of the synthesized Co0.5 Ni0.5Fe2O4
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Such variation of saturation magnetization (Ms) and coercivity (Hc) with calcination
time is shown in figure 7.3. The increase in Ms with calcination time may be attributed to the
reduction in the surface spin order with increasing particle size [190].
The values of the coercivity field (Hc) have similar relationship with saturation
magnetization. As the size of the particle increases from 24 to 46nm, the coercivity field
changes its behavior in the form of increment from 523.59 to 927.62Oe. The increasing
attitude of the coercivity field with particle size is explained on the basis of domain structure,
critical size, and the anisotropy of the crystal [191, 192]. Stoner-Wohlfarth theory explains
that nanoparticles may comprise of single domain particles, for which the coercivity rises
with size of the particles [193].

7.3.3. Description of momentum coupling coefficient
When a higher power laser pulse is focused onto a solid target, absorption of the laser
pulse energy is followed by a supersonic expansion of the created plasma from the ablated
target surface. Because of the momentum conservation, this ablation exerts an impulse on the
target in the direction opposite to the expansion. The level of thrust is quantified via the
momentum coupling coefficient. It has been found that momentum coupling coefficient
increases in the range of 5.747x10-5 to 7.0644x10-5 N-s/J without confinement using Nd:YAG
laser (532nm, 5ns) fluence in the range of 4x109J/m2 to 6 x 109J/m2.
In order to reach a large momentum transfer and a high coupling coefficient, many
experiments are focused on the confined ablation, where the confinement of plasma
expansion is done using a transparent layer covering the target surface [11, 23, 40, 194].
Beside the expansion phenomenon of plasma, transparent layer has been used to increase the
ablation pressure in front of the target [85]. Zheng et al., designed the targets with 1mm and
2mm diameter cavities respectively with the depth of 2mm [26]. On comparison with the
planner targets to the cavity targets, an increase in the coupling coefficient (Cm) was observed
in cavity targets. Moreover, these cavity targets were covered with a transparent glass layer
and again an effective enhancement in coupling coefficient was seen [26, 31] and has been
given in table 7.1.
In the present case the values ranging from 1.41x10-4 to 2.68x10-4N-s/J with cavity
have been observed due to laser fluence ranging from 4x109J/m2 to 6x109J/m2. In this chapter
we are reporting on Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 ferrite nanoparticles as micro-thruster for unconfined and
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confined laser ablation propulsion for enhancing the thrust in terms of momentum coupling
coefficient for the first time to our knowledge.
Table 7.1. Values of momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) and thrust F(t) of plane target, cavity
target, covered cavity target with glass layer and laser fluences
Sr. Laser
No. Fluence
x109
(J/m2)

Momentum
Coupling
Coefficient
without
confinement
x10-5

Momentum
Coupling
Coefficient
with Cavity
confinement
(Cm) x10-4

(N-s/J)

(N-s/J)

Momentum
Coupling
Coefficient
with cavity
and
glass
layer
confinement
(Cm) x10-4

Thrust F(t)
without
confinement
x10-5

Thrust F(t)
with cavity
confinement
x10-4

(N)

(N)

Thrust F(t)
with cavity
and
glass
confinement
x10-4
(N)

(N-s/J)

1.

4

5.747

1.41

11.28

2.4137

0.5922

4.737

2.

5

7.243

2.68

18.78

3.3679

1.246

8.732

3.

6

7.064

2.43

21.38

3.6169

1.244

11.161

7.3.4 Surface Morphological Analysis
From SEM micrograph fig 7.4a it has been observed that the calcination time also
affects the porosity of the samples. When calcination time rises to 5 hours, small particles
progressively develop into larger ones. The calculated crystallite size from the SEM
micrograph of sample 3 is 50 nm that has close agreement with the size calculated from the

Fig. 7.4. (a) Micrograph showing SEM image of Co0.5 Ni0.5Fe2O4 nanoparticles treated at 500oC for 5
hour
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7.3.5 Description of Cavity Formation Process
The SEM micrograph (fig 7.4b) shows the effect of single shot of laser pulse of laser
fluence of 4x109J/m2 on the plane surface of the pellet and illustrates the crater formation and
Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) at brim. The SEM micrograph (Fig. 7.4b) reveals the effect of
laser shots in the cavity on the completion of the experiment. The intense melting,
evaporation and ejection of material occur at the irradiated surface of the cavity, which is
responsible for the generation of craters inside the cavity (Fig. 7.4c).

Fig. 7.4 (b) Micrograph showing the effect of laser shot on the plane surface of the Co0.5 Ni0.5Fe2O4

Fig 7.4 (c) Micrograph showing the effect of laser shots in the cavity on the completion of the
experiment

The formation of crater due to laser energy may be attributed to the thermal shocks
based on ion-induced heating, melting and explosive boiling of the target. The liquefied
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matter can be explosively ejected from the target surface after laser irradiation because of
violent recoil pressure. When the molten material pressure rises beyond the surrounding
pressure, the crater formation happens. There is an arbitrarily and random distribution of
uneven and irregularly shaped craters with sizes ranging from 100 nm to microns. The
reduction in the crater size is attributable to material melting because the phase of relaxation
is less effective, and liquidized material refills the craters during re-solidification [195, 196,
92].
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8.1 Conclusions
In the present work, ferrites materials have been successfully employed as micropropellants using Nd: YAG laser as energy source for Laser Ablation Propulsion (LAP). Four
different types of propellants have been investigated in this study. First propellant MnFe2O4
Which is a soft magnetic material; second propellant ZnO, which is a non-magnetic material;
third propellant Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4, which is a combination of hard and soft ferrites (Cobalt
ferrites and Zinc ferrites); and fourth propellant Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 , which is a combination of
two hard ferrites (Cobalt and Nickel ferrites).
In the first experiment, a technique for attaining the preferred level of tuning of Cm in
Laser Ablation Propulsion (LAP) has been presented. The Cavity Aspect Ratio (CAR)
exploits the multiple reflections of shockwaves within the walls as plasma is originated by the
laser pulse. The external cavity acts as a trap for the ablated species of the propellant and
shock waves. At a particular CAR, the optimum value of Cm has been acquired. The whole
experiment consists of five different sets of cavities having various CARs for three different
laser fluences of Nd:YAG laser (532 nm, 5 ns). The MnFe2O4 is used as propellant in that
experiment which is a soft magnetic material. The optimum values of Cm fall in the range of
4.922E-5 to1.181E-4 NsJ-1 for laser fluence of 4x105 J m-2, 1.2706E-4 to 8.524E-4 Ns J-1 for
laser fluence of 5x105 J m-2 and 3.072E-4 to 9.098E-4 Ns J-1 for laser fluence of 6x105 Jm-2.
Such desired degree of tuning of Cm values propose their usage for attitude control of picosatellite systems and the femto-satellite i.e. Satellite-on-a-chip.
In the second experiment, four samples with different morphologies of zinc oxide (a
non- magnetic material) have used as propellants to study LAP parameters such as coupling
coefficient (Cm) and specific impulse (Isp) using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser operating at
fundamental mode (1064 nm). Three samples of ZnO are synthesized using a cost effective
sonochemical method. The calculated values of momentum coupling coefficient (Cm) of bulk
ZnO, nanoparticles, intermediate stage and complete formation of nano-noodels fall in the
range of (0.4- 0.85x10-4 Ns J-1), (0.5–2.5x10-4 Ns J-1), (0.2–1.15x10-4 Ns J-1) and (0.8–
1.39x10-4 Ns J-1) respectively at different laser energies with specific impulse values in the
range of 15-65 s, 25-560 s, 12-60 s and 18-80 s respectively. It can be concluded that the
synthesized samples of ZnO of various morphologies can be used as future smart propellants
for a variety of space missions due to the diversity in their momentum coupling Co-efficient
(Cm) and specific impulse (Isp) values.
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In the third experiment, the laser refined Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 has been employed as
micro-propellants using Nd:YAG laser with 532nm for both direct ablation propulsion and
confined ablation propulsion. For Direct Ablation Propulsion (DAP), values of momentum
coupling coefficient (Cm) vary from 3.66x10-5 to 4.422x10-5NsJ-1 whereas for the Confined
Ablation Propulsion (CAP) the values of Cm vary from 1.745x10-4 to 3.090x10-4 NsJ-1. The
laser fluence varies from 2x105Jm-2 to 6x105Jm-2. The specific impulse (Isp) fall in the range
of 71 to 293 seconds. The thrust F(t) for Direct Ablation (DA) is produced in the range of
1.579x10-5N to 2.253x10-5N and for confined ablation in the range of 0.5235x10-4 N to
1.5759x10-4 N. Moreover, the doped Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 with ZnO nanoparticles have been
examined as micro-propellant using Nd:YAG laser (532nm) with laser fluence of 6x105Jm-2.
Both materials have been doped as (Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4)1-x(ZnO)x, where x=0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0
using ball mill technique. The Cm values vary from 3.418x10-5 to 6.108x10-5 NsJ-1. The
maximum Cm value is attained when both Co0.5Zn0.5Fe2O4 and ZnO are in equal amount. The
thrust values vary from 1.743x10-5 to 3.115x10-5N. The specific impulse is attained in the
range of about 22-71s.
In the fourth experiment finds Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 to be efficient laser propellant. The
complete crystalline phase of Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 occurr at thermal temperature of 500°C,
thermally treated for five hours. The thrust values have been quantified via momentum
coupling coefficient using single phase Co0.5Ni0.5Fe2O4 as planar and cavity targets with
respect to design. Glass layer is used for the confinement of plasma expansion generated
using Nd:YAG 532nm laser. The transparent glass layer leads to plasma confinement and
therefore a high coupling coefficient is observed. The values without confinement are in the
range of 5.747x10-5–7.24x10-5N-s/J, while those calculated with cavity confinement 1.41x104

to 2.68 x10-4 and confinement with cavity and glass are 11.28x10-4–21.38x10-4 N-s/J. These

values are obtained for laser fluencies of 4x109 - 6x109 J/m2. The thrust values without
confinement (DAP) fall in the range of 2.4137x10-5–3.616x10-5N-s/J, while those calculated
with cavity confinement fall in the range of 0.5922x10-4 to 1.244 x10-4 and confinement with
cavity and glass are in the range of 4.737x10-4–11.161x10-4 N-s/J. It is expected that such
materials as propellants and method of confinement would be used in the future and will be
employed in near future for different kinds of voyages in low earth orbit (LEO) as well as for
orbiting and reshaping.
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8.2 Future Prospects of Laser Ablation Propulsion
The state-of-the-art developments of laser propulsion show a considerable progress
both in a wide range of developed laser propulsion devices and in applications for both
launching satellites and in-space vehicle missions. Laser propulsion has capability to speed
up smaller payloads over large velocity increments adequate for launching into low earth
orbit (LEO).


The appropriate/suitable geometrical designed target with optimal laser energy can be
used to attain the finest effective results of propulsion for guiding and directing the microfluid devices or micro and nano class satellites.



For the future, a laser will drive a micro-turbine driven. So for the rotational speed of
2000 revolution per minute (rpm) for a size of one centimeter micro-turbine has been
observed, even without a water overlay, and a significant increase of torque with a water
overlay.



In a near-future application, a supposed ablative laser propulsion idea to run a micro-light
craft that may be used to enter space from low earth orbit, as well as to provide lifetime
on orbit steering.
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